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FOREWORD

This updated Compendium of Operations Research and Economic Analysis Studies
consists of abstracts of studies completed by the Operations Research and
Economic Analysis (OR/EA) Offices of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA),
Defense General Supply Center (DGSC), Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC),
and Defense Contract Management District Chicago (DCMD CHI). The findings
obtained in these studies present objective results reached by the individual
analysts, and do not necessarily reflect implementation decisions reached by
management. We have included abstracts of studies complet within the past
10 years; however, we have listed titles of older studies. Abstracts of the
older studies are contained in previous issues of the Compendium. )

This Compendium is intended to serve as a reference document for others
contemplating similar or related studies. The abstracts reflect the range of
accessible studies, not all studies performed by the OR/EA Offices. For
further information on a specific study, please contact the respecti OR/EA
Office at one of these telephone numbers:

HQ DLA Autovon 284-7227 or Commercial (703) 274-7227
DGSC Aut'ovon 695-3564 or Commercial (804) 275-3564
DPSC Autovon 444-4127 or Commercial (215) 952-4127
DCMD CHI Autovon 930-6573 or Commercial (312) 694-673
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ABSTRACTS

DLA-90-C00181. Medical Acquisition Shelf-Life System (MASS) Decision
Index No. 90-33 Support Model Systems Documentation (Revised June 1990)

The MASS model is a decision support aid used to assist prbcurement" analysts
in evaluating alternative bids for stocked medical shelf-life items. MASS
attempts to identify the best- value bid by balancing longer shelf-life against
higher purchase price in order to ident.ify the bid with the lowest life cycle
costs. The object.ives of this user's guide are t.o describe the model's
features, instruct the user in using MASS, and explain the rationale of the
model to vendors.

DLA-90-P0165. Defense National Stockpile Holding Costs (May 1990)
Index No. 90-32

This report documents the development of annual holding costs for the Defense
NaLional Stockpile (DNS) commodities. Three annual cost.-t.o-hold factors are
presented for use in analyses with different levels of specificity: a
marginal cost-to-hold factor that would be applicable to a small portion(s) of
the DNS, the selling or buying of which would impact only direct operating
costs with no changes in space requirements for overhead costs; a total
cost-to-hold factor that. would be applicable for large scale changes that
impact the overhead structure of the DNS; and a cosL-to-hold factor for
commodities that. are currently excess which uses specific storage costs rather
than an overall average. Based on the treatment of market gain, the actual
holding costs for FY 89 were estimated to range from $351.3 million to $456.9
million.

DLA-90-P00130. In-Depth Analysis of DoD IG Audit 8AC-0038 (April 1990)
Index No. 90-31

This effort involved an analysis of the sampling methodology used by the DoD
IG to suirvey material nonconformance rates at the Defense Industrial Supply
Center. The DoD iG sampling plan was found to be valid, but there were
significant discrepancies between the plan and t.he execution of the plan.
Sampling problems were found with (1) the unit of measurement/unit of issue,
(2) retesting bias; (3) defect classification bias and (4) confidence internal
calculal ion errors. Accesion For
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DLA-90-POO117. Transportation Cost Analysis for EDDS Vendor Consolidation -

Index No. 90-30 Chicago, IL (August 1990)

This study encompassed a transportation cost analysis, of vendor freight
consolidation at the Chicago, IL, Enhanced Defens6 Logistics Agefty (D)VA)
Dist.ribution Syst.em (EDDS) contractor operated facil'tiy for the 11mbfnth
period ending 31 March 1990. The study is part of the continuing analysis of
the EDDS implementation and operation. The analysib showed that during the
first 11 months of operation, vendor consolidation at Chicago, DLA 'aveia
approximately $151,630 in transport:ation expenditures. This figure included
losses incurred during the initial start-up period. D6Hiig t:he last 5 months
of operation, transportation saiings were est.imated to be $170,282. gaspd on
observed trends in t.he EDDS data for Chicago, IL, Iransportation"savings are
,xp, l el to conlinlti n"

DLA-90-POOI1. Transportation Cost Analysis of Dallas, TX, EDDS Vendor
Index No. 90-29 Consolidation (May 1990)

This study ent.ailed a transport:ation cost analysis of vendor freight,
consolidation at. the Dallas, TX, Enhanced DLA Distribution System (EDDS)
contractor operat.ed facility for the 10-month period ending 31 Dece.mber 1989.
The analysis showed that during the first 10 rci'ths of operation, vendor
consolidation at Dallas, TX, saved approximateiv $85,024 in transpbrtatidn
expenditures. This figure includes losses incurred during the'Init'i '
start-up period. During the last 3 months of operation,'inbbund tonnage
averaged over 600,000 pounds, per month while the estimated transp6rtation
savings were about $35,000 monlhly. Based on observed'trends in th EDDS data
for DaIlds, transportation savings are expected to continue.

DLA-90-P0109. Defense Stock Fund Surcharge by Supply Center (July 1990)
Index No. 90-28

This effort involved an analysis the Defense Logistics Agency Office of
Comot:toller (DLA-C) methodology used to incorporate operations and maintenance
(O&M) costs into the standard unit price. The study was undertaken as a
result of Defense Management Review Decision 901/901C which dictated that O&M
costs be included in the stock fund as reflected in the standard unit price.
The DLA-C methodology used to distribute the O&M costs studied' in this'
analysis was found to be basically sound and defendable. Some indiidual
costs required redistribution, but no major efforts were noted. The analysis
did, however, identify areas of interest, which warrait further study.
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DLA-90-P00107. Surface Versus Air Transportation Analysis (Automatic
Index No. 90-27 Downgrade Endeavor for the U.S. Navy, Ar Force, mad Marine

Corps (August 1990)

This is an analysis of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Automatic Downgrade
Endeavor. Under this program, the United States Navy, Air Force,, and Marine
Corps have permitted DLA to automatically downgrade Issue Priority Group/
Transportation Priority I and II (IPG/TP I and II) shipments from air to
surface transportation modes during a 1-year test period. The Automatic
Downgrade Endeavor does not apply to Not Mission Capable Status (NMCS),
Special U.S. Navy Project. Codes, "999" Required Delivery Date (RDD) Shipmenis
nor qny overseas shipments. This project evaluates the initial 6 months of
he program for each Service. The analysis determined the total number of
IPG/TP I and II shipment downgrades for each Service during the test period,
the related processing and transit times for those shipments, the actual
surface transportation costs of those shipments, and the associated
transportation coats via an air freight carrier, These figures and the
calculated cost differential between surface and air modes, which amounted to
approximately $16.4 million a year for these Services at existing levels of
traffic and current rates, will be used to determine the feasibility of
i:ontinuing the program. It is recommended that DLA continue with the
Automatic Downgrade Endeavor and monitor system performance to determine if
the dollar cost savings versus increased shipment limes is cost effective in
the future.

DLA-90-P0051. Integrated Materiel Complex (INC),Peranel savings
Index No. 90-26 Allocation Analysis (July 1990)

The purpose of this study was to derive an estimate of personnel savings
attributable to the operation of the Integrated Materiel Complex (I~QM) at the
Defense Depot. Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. The effects of four bin stockage
policies were analyzed to determine how the IMC savings should be distributed
among Defense Logistics Agency depots in the Eastern United States. Unit
costs were used to translate expect:ed workload changes due to these policies
into changes in personnel levels at each depot. A net savings of 367
personnel equivalents due to IMC operation were identified, and the most
equilable disiribul ion of the savings among the depots was ralcuttafed.

DLA-90-PO004. DCMC Site Evaluation Analysis (March 1990) (FOWO)
Index No. 90-25

This effort- attempted to quantify costs associated with the creation of the

newly proposed command (DCHC) as part of the DWR Program* Associated with the
creation of the DCMC are a number of potential configurations. These options
were evaluated in this analysis from a cost perspective so as to include the
various tri-service PROs and their respective contract administration
responsibilities. It was found that establishing the I)CHC with five-districls
which incorporated the service PROs instead of copying the curre.. nine region
configuration would reduce operating costs by $36 to $48 million per year.
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Initial csts to change to the proposed five district alternative would range
between $22 and $46 million depending on the site option selected. In
addition, it was found that the individual districts' operating costs are
relatively insensiti.ve to the specific sites selected as the locution of each
district's HQs. Furthet major reductiohs in district. cost are possible by
reducing the mission and hence t.he staff of the HQs as well as by reali. ning
DCASMAs and DCASPROs within each dist.rict. However, the cost impact of
shifting t.he mission responsibilitires to the higher and lower echelon
organization, was not addressed in this study. Minor reduct.ions in district
costs are also,,possible' by realignment of boupdaries brt.ween districts. The
reconnmondation 1hat has emerged is that analytical techniques should be
,mployed, as part of the overall DCMC implementation strat.egy, to assist

t|anagement in the restructuring of t, e DCMC MA/DCMC-PRO realignments within
districts. This would serve to provide both a cost effective nd
operationally sound environment for absorbing the tri-service PROs.

DLA-90-R9027i, QUEST II Field Enhancement (March 1990)
Index No. 90-'4

A second release of ;.he Quality.,,ffectiveness Sensing Technique model ,was
developed based on feedback fromthe first release (DLA-LO Project Nde 3071).
The new version incorporates an automated report distributiofn interface anda
paperless version for supervisors with connectivity to the DMINS System.
Minor improvements in t.he logic and effectiveness measurement process were
programmed. Implementation support was provided by sending writ.ten guidance
on the changes to all regional users of the model.

DLA-90-P90258. New York EDDS Site Transportation Cost Analysis for'the
Index No. 90-23 Pooling Phase April - September 1989 (July 1990)

'The purpose o this study was to evaluate cost effectiveness of th EDDS
pooling operations at the New York Contractor-Operated EDDS site in comparison
with direct depot shipments to the customer. According to the pooling.
concept, shipments generated at a depot for delivery to a common geographical
area are combined into truckload lot.s for shipment to the EDDS site. At the
EDDS site shipments from one or more depots are consolidated for transshipment
to lie destinations. The consolidated shipment= qre delivered
short-distances, in larger, less-than-truckload or truckload lot:s to ihe
ultimate customer. Several scenarios were presented and their respective*
costs calculated t1b deponst.rate under what conditions the EDDS concept can
generate savings at t.he' New York EDDS site. Recqmmendati.ons were made to
monitor EDDS site opertor performance to ensure that maximum consolidalion
occurs and to'negotiate a reduction in the EDDS outbound pooling rates to a"
level that is coipeJitive with the dep-ots' Guaranteed Traffic Rates.
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DLA-90-P90232. Nuclear Biological Chemical (BC) Suit Requirements
Index No. 90-22 (March 1990)

The aim of this study was t.o examine DLA and the Service's Nuclear Biological

and Chemical (NBC) suit requirements det.ermination process and evaluate how
they are applied to the Industrial Preparedness Planning Process. We found
thai Army had the most: comprehensive system for determining NBC suit
requirement.s. The other Services did not: take int:o account as many factors as
considered in the Army method. However, the Army considered a worst case
global war scenario, in which all troops (to maximum strength) would be
deployed, when determining the number of suits required. We recommended thai
the Army method be used by all Services to determine NBC suit requirement.s,
but a more realistic combat. troop strength and bat:tle engagement scenario be
used as inputs. We also recommend that. OLA's computations and associated
assumptions be compatible with that. of the Services.

DLA-90-P90174. Transportation Cost Analysis of New York EDDS Vendor
Index No. 90-21 Consolidation (April 1990)

A transportation cost analysis was pepformed of vendor freight consolidation
of the Enhanced Defense Logistics A,,ency (DLA) Distribution System (EDDS)
contractor operated facility, at New York for the 6-month period ending 30
Sept:ember 1989. The study is part of the cont.inuing analysis of the EDDS
implementation and operation. The analysis found that during the time frame
reviewed, the vendor consolidation process at New York lost approximately
$78,310 due to the method of operation of the EDDS contractor. However,. in
November 1989 DLA recovered $59,437 in overcharges from the carrier, making
the new loss for the period $18,873. Extensive sensitivity analyses were
conducted and resulted in several recommendations for improvement of the
current. operation. It was found that. through increased consolidation at the
contractor's facility, savings should begin to accrue immediately.

DLA-90-P90136. Administrators and Holding Costs Resulting from Processing
Index No. 90-20 Reports of Discrepancy (November 1989)

The objective of this study was to quantify the costs incurred by DLA and
other Department of Defense (DoD) activities as a result of the receipt of
discrepant items from cont.ractors and the resulting submission of Reports of
Discrepancies (RODs). This report summarizes all efforts involved in the
analysis and presents the result.s in tabular form for use by supply center
contracting direct.orates.

Two costs resulting from the receip: of a discrepant item are quantified--tlho
administrat ive cost and holding cost. The analysis showed thal the expected
administrative cost for actions that encompass ROD processing, investigation,
and resolution is $227 for a packaging ROD and $189 for a shipping ROD for a
typical item managed by DLA. The analysis also showed that the "average"
holding cost per packaging ROD is 3.22 percent of the contract value for a
typical DLA-managed item. The corresponding holding cost accumulated for a
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shipping ROD is 3.57 percent or the contract value. The sum of the
administrative and holding costs represents a "minimum" total ROD cost.
Administrative and holding costs were calculated for individual supply center
and for it.ems identified by Federal Supply Class.

DLA-90-P90123. Termination for Convenience Decision Support Model
Index No. 90-19 (September 1990)

Purpose of this study was to review existing policies and procedures for
canceling or terminating excess procurements, and to determine under what
circumstances it is cost effeclve to do so. This report summarizes the
current cancellat ion/terminal ion policies, and presents an analytic: model
whirli: (i) standardizes and streamlines the termination process; (2) provides
vi.S ihilily (of d(,l)ot storag ( and handling co:ts ; (3) ident i 'i.s (.andidates for
Qcflonmic fo rminat ion; and (4) if implemenled, would reduce the value of excess
on-order material and avoid unnecessary storage and handling costs.

DLA-90-P90116. Order-Ship-Time Analysis of Pre-EDDS vs EDDS Performance
Index No. 90-18 (October 1989)

The Enhanced Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Distribut.ion System (EDDS) is
being implemented to save funds by reducing transportation costs. Although
cost reduction is important, DLA must also maintain a required level of
customer service. In December 1988 the first EDDS site located in Los
Angeles, came on-line. Accordingly, there surfaced a need to gain insight
into the impact of EDDS on service to customers in the Los Angeles region. In
this study average delivery times were comput.ed for both pre-EDDS data and
KDDS data. Comparisons were made by branch of Military Service, by customer
areas as defined by destination cross reference code, and by depot. Analysis
shows that the average delivery time has risen form 13.0 days to 16.4 days
with the implementation of EDDS in the Los Angeles region. This result is
based on the first 3 months of EDDS implementation. It is not known at this
trime if this is representative of customer service under the EDDS concept.

DLA-90-P90108. Initial Transportation Cost Analysis of the Enhanced Defense
Index No. 90-17 Logistics Agency Distribution System (EDDS) Los Angeles Site

(March 1990)

This report documents the preliminary results of a transportation cost
analysis of the Enhanced Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Distribution System
(EDDS). The study compares ac'ual costs incurred for outbound shipments
though the Los Angeles EDDS si e against the costs of those same shipments had
EDDS not been implement.ed. Th,, study did not consider inbound shipments in
that vendor consolidation dat.a was not. available at the time of the study.
Based upon available data for ihe first 6 months (December 1988 to June 1989)
of operation, it was found that EDDS had incurred a loss of ovr $200,000 at
the Los Angeles site. However, the st:udy also showed that had new,
renegotiated shipment rates (as of I October 1989) been used, the Los Angeles
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site( would have saved in excess of $35,000, and, further, that increases in
shipment consolidation show a pot.ential for real dollar savings.

DLA-90-P90094. Enhanced Defense Logistics Agency Distribution System (EDDS)
Index No. 90-16 Freight Terminal Simulation Analysis (February 1990)

V This report presents the results of simulation analyses of a proposed
mechanization design of the freight terminal at each of the six Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) depots. The mechanization project. is part of the
Enhanced DLA Distribution System (EDDS), with designs developed by the DLA
Depot Operations Support Office (DLA-DOSO). The purpose of the simulation
analysis was to identify any problems to t.he proposed design, as well as
possible improvements and recommended changes. Simulation results indicated
that the efficiency of sort: workers could be improved at all depots by adding
another queue area for arriving pieces and empt.y pallets. Also, additional
workstations were required at several depots for data collection, Medical Air
Line of Communication (MEDLOC) processing, and palletization. Defense Depot
Columbus, Ohio, required additional stret.ch wrap capability while Defense
Depot Memphis, Tennessee, needed an entirely new sorter design to improve
efficiency. Additionally, it was found that sortlines and pallet conveyor
lines could be shortened at four depots, reducing total costs by almost
$500,000.

DLA-90-P90091. Analysis of Automatic Downgrade of Army IPG I Transportation
Index No. 90-15 (May 1990)

This report document.s an analysis of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
Automatic Downgrade Endeavor. Under this program, the U.S. Army has permitted
DLA to automatically downgrade Issue Priority Group (IPG)/Transportation (TP)
I shipments prom air to surface transportation modes during a 1-year test
period. The Automatic Downgrade Endeavor does not apply to not Mission
Capable Statu, or other "999" required delivery date shipments nor any
overseas shipmeats. This study evaluat.ed l he initial 6 months of the program
from I February through 31 July 1989. The analysis determined the total
number of IPG/TP I shipment downgrades during the test period, the related
processing and transit times for those shipments, Lhe actual surface
transportation costs of those shipments, and the associated transportation
costs via an air freight carrier. These figures and the calculated cost
different ial between surface and ,ir modes, which amounted to approximately
$3.449 million a year at exist.ing levels of traffic and current rates, will be
used to determine the feasibility of continuing the program. The report
recommends that DLA continue with the Automatic Downgrade Endeavor and monitor
system performance to determine if the dollar cost savings versus int.reased
shipment Limes is cost effective in the future.
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DLA-90-P90045. Freight Terminal Modernization Cost
Index No. 90-14 Benefit Analysis (March 1990)

This report details the costs and benefits of modernizing the freight
terminals at the six Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) depot.s. The current
designs are not adequate to handle additional demands of unitization and
increased throughput. The results of this study indicate that several
alternatives are feasible and cost effective. The study also describes in
precise detail the resources required to implement" each alternative. Finally,
the analysis shows that an investment in large scale material handling
equipment would be the best course of action for DLA. Implementing this
alternative would provide DLA with the ability to meet all processing goals
and afford an opportunity to experience considerable transportation savings.

DLA-90-P90012. Establishment of a DLA Premodernization Cost Baseline
Index No. 90-13 (May 1990)

This effort was accomplished under contract by Deloitte $ Touche for the
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The objective was to define baseline
Automat.ic Data Processing (ADP) and functional costs for Fiscal Year 1987 and
to project these costs through FY 2010. To accomplish this, a personal
computer based cost model was developed.

The model utilizes the Oracle database software and Oracle's link to Lotus
1-2-3 spreadsheet data. Cost data for all areas of DLA operations are
extracted from the DLA accounting system. This data is stored on magnetic
media and subsequently input into the Oracle database. Script files were
developed to process the data into a useable form for various reporting
purposes.

Allocation schemes developed to disaggregate rolled-up cost.s are built into
t.he Oracle script files. Once the data is processed for a given year, future
projections on operations may be made by exporting database information to
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets. Any "what-if" games executed in the spreadsheet
environment have no permanent affect on the database data.

DLA-90-P81123. Contractor Purchasing System Review Model (October 1989)
Index No. 90-12 DCMR-LO Report

Contractor Purchasing Syst.em Reviews (CPSRs) determine that. the systems and
practices used by contractors provide maximum protection to the government.
They help ensure that contractors conform -ith public law, Federal Acquisition
Regulations (FARs), contract clausesq anc fecLive industrial purchasing
practices. Contractors with over $10 mili .n in negotiated government
contracts are reviewed. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) reviews over 600
contractors and completes about 500 CPSRs each year. The purpose of this
project was to develop a smart laptop computer based model to assist region
analysts perform CPSRs. A knowledge based approach was used for several
reasons. DLA has experienced difficulty hiring, training, and retaining
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purchasing analysts. CPSRs also require a vast amount of contracting
knowledge. The system was designed to make applicability decisions and ensure
ithe proplor topic review sequene. The overall goal was to provide each CPSH
int I ysl with informed aissistance ani to guide Ihe review pro'ess.

DLA-90-P81103. Relationship of Contract Workload to Mechanization of
Index No. 90-11 C.ntract Services (MOCAS) Transactions (April 1990)

Traditionally, one primary indicator of workload at the Defense Cont.ract
Management Regions (DCMRs) has been the total number of contracts on hand for
administration. During the past several yearsp the contracts on hand have
grown considerably at each DCMR. Preliminary indications, based on workload
analysis performed by the DI.A Systems Automation Cent.er (DSAC), are that the
number of Mechanization of Conrract Administration Services (MOCAS) input
transactions (shipments, corrections, modifications and new contracts) and the
size of the contract data base files do not increase in the same proportion.
Thus, in projecting future computer capacity requirements, the number of
contracts on hand is not. necessarily a reliable indicator. Current thinking
at DSAC is I:hat the number of entfer key depressions (EKDs) associated with a
given cont.ract dat.a workload is the best measure for estimating computer
sizing requiremen.s. This study involved t:he development uf a mathematical
model that could be used to est.imate the total number of EKDs based on the
charact-erist.ics of the contracts being administered by the five smallest.
DCMRs. This model could then be used to determine the increase or decrease in
the level of EKDs caused by a change in the number or mix of contracts being
administered. Of several mcdels testedt there are two reasonably good models
for estimating the number of EKDS. One model grouped contracts by military
service and is referred to as the Military Service Model; the ot.her grouped
contracts by commodity and is referred to as the Commodity Model. Bot:h models
have a good statistical fit. However, the Commodity Model performed
significantly bet.t.er during validation and is recommended as the better of the
two models.

DLA-90-P81079. Economic Analysis Syst.em for Microcomput.ers User's Guide
Index No. 90-10 (July 1990)

The DLA Operations Research nrd Economic Analysis Office has developed
interactive microcomputer software t.o help users structure and perform
economic analyses. Named th. Economic, Analysis System (EASY), this software
provides users wit.h a managelient tool for economic decision making. EASY's
menu-driven system auLomates various economic analysis processes, including
organizing resource data, calculating economic indicators, and comparing and
testing data. This software package is designed t.o run on IBM and
IBM-compatibles having at least: 284k of RAM. The only other software needed
to execute EASY is DOS (version 2.0 or later).
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DLA-90-P81050. Multiple Cost EOQ Study (December 1989)
Index No. 90-09

This study was performed by Synergy, Inc.) for the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA). The object was to determine the feasibility and desirability of
replacing DLA's current single cost Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model with a
mulliple cost model. The product of the study was a multiple cost model
lailorPd to the Agency's ordering and holding practices. The study also
dev loped delailed cost to order information for use in the model and test ed
the effects of implementing the model with an inventory analyzer. The study
concluded that the overall impact of a multiple cost EOQ model would be
favorable and recommended its adoption.

DLA-90-C81037. Depot Traffic Analysis FY 88 (March 1990)
Index No. 90-08

The detailed classification and recording of transportation costs and related
dara are an integral part of t.he management and distribution of material
throughout the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) syst.em. The ability to identify
costs by shipping activities/defense depots and mode of shipment provides
management with the information needed to monitor and, if n.cessary, adjust
procurement, distribution, or transportation policies. Accordingly, the
purpose of this analysis was to compare fiscal year (FY 87) transportation
costs wilh those of FY 86. This analysis is a followup t.o the depot traffic
analyses which were previously conducted for FY 82 through FY 86.

DLA-90-P81018. Impact of Competition on Quality (September 1990)
Index No. 90-07

This report details our analysis t'o determine if and in what manner
competition might impact the quality of DLA-managed it.ems. Specifically
addressed were the quality patterns of items broken out from sole source to
multiple sources and those items which reverted from multiple sources to sole
source have changed. For the vast majority of items broken out to competition
there were no recorded valid contractor-caused complaints from the Customer
Depot. Complaint System (CDCS) file and no recorded Quality Evaluation Program
(QEP) actions. When complaints from the CDCS were present, the results were
mixed. When QEP activit.y occurred, it. was more frequent after breakout than
before. Therefore, it appears that there were no measurable differences in
the quality of items after breakout to competition.

DCMR-90-PO0001. Organizational Modeling Program (User's Guide) (June 1990)
Index No. 90-06 DCMR-CHI-LO Report

The OMP is an enhanced version of the Position Management Application Program
(PMAP)(DLA-LO Project 6014). OMP provides on-line data retrieval capabilities
for designing and evaluating organizational struct:ures. The OMP database
consists of information from the Automated Payroll, Cost and Personnel System
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(APCAPS) downloaded to a microcomputer. It supports many types of database
queries and generates many specialized reports which help analyze
organizational effectiveness. It also designs and prints organizational
chart s.

DPSC-90-P90011. Hotelling's T Squared Test Statistic Model
Index No. 90-05 (December 1989) DPSC-LO Report

A common practice te ensure the reliability of subsistence contractor testing
systems is to analyze contractor test data against Government test data. The
results produced by t.hese comparative tests are used as measures of
reliability for contractor test. procedures. When test variables are
significantly linearly dependent as in the case of fat and 2moisture tests on
meat. product.s such as bacon and pork sausage, Hotelling's T Test is utilized.
The purpose of this study was to provide a mechanism to test not only two
variable problems as mentioned, but also a three variable problem as well.
The model developed to do this is user friendly and only requires that data be
input. Use of the computer to accomplish t.hese difficult mathematical
calculations will give DPSC Quality Assurance personnel a tool that provides
quicker and more reliable evaluations.

DPSC-90-P90005. Medical Simulation Model to Compare SAMMS vs. ARQ

Index No. 90-04 Inventory Policy (Requisition Optimization Model)
(June 90) DPSC-LO Report

Over the past several years, DLA has been experiencing for medical items an
increase in the number of backorders, and a corresponding reduction in supply
availability. To alleviate this problem, the DPSC Directorate of Medical
Materiel requested that Headquarters DLA authorize a test of a requisition
policy to "optimize" t.he issue of assets for items at or near a critical stock

position. The policy looks at issue priority group two and three requisitions
and predetermines which will be filled and which will automatically go on
backorder. IPG I requisitions continue to be treated exact ly as in SAMMS. Tn
this study, a simulation model was developed to compare SAMMS system
processing of medical items to the proposed process. The model looked at
results over a 5-year time period to determine if the optimization process
mighl increase supply availability and decrease backorders. Results
indicated that t.he optimization process, over time, is neit.her better nor
worse than the SAMMS system. Rather than produce a consistent increase in
supply availability and decrease in backorders, the optimization process
behaves more like an insurance policy that is there if needed. This insurance
comes into play when the critical st.ock position has been breached and
expected due-ins are delayed. In this scenario the opt:imization process is
useful. However, if the due-ins are imminent, then backorder will be
unnecessari ly created.
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DPSC-90-PO0003. Analysis of Maximum Release Quantity (MRQ) Computation -
Index No. 90-03 Subsistence Semiperishable Items (October 1989)

DPSC-LO Report

This report presents an analysis of the current. method used to compute maximum
release quantities (MRQs) for subsistence nonperishable st'ocked items (MRQ).
An MRQ is the maximum quantity of stock authorized for issue against a single
requisition without an item manager review. It is used in the automated
system to detect requisition quantities that may be excessive due to customer
ordering errors (error requisitions) and therefore helps t.o insure that these
quantities are not. shipped. Testing of the current MRQ met.hod indicated that
the MRQ limits generated were generally too high allowing a high percentage of
error requisitions to go undet.ect.ed. An alternative method was tested which
is based on t.he variance in demand for items. It detected substantially
greater percentages of error requisitions thaa did the current method, while
at the same time it performed comparably t.- the current method in minimizing
the percentage of valid requisitions rejected. It is expected that use of
this method, in comparison to the current met.hod, will increase the
Irobability that error requisitions will be detected.

DPSC-90-P00002. Analysis of Industrial Preparedness Methods - MRE Retort
Index No. 90-02 Pouch Items (February 1990) DPSC-LO Report

This study involved an analysis of the methods used t.o determine "maximum
share quantity" eligibility levels for retort pouch meat procurements.
Maximum shares refer t:o the maximum award quantity that a firm may receive.
Awards for these items are restricted to firms participating in industrial
preparedness planning in order to maintain a sufficient production base that
can fulfill mobilization requirements. The objectives of the study included
(1) a review of the current method of determining IPP objectives, and (2) an
analysis of the relationships between t.he structuring of maximum share
quantities, IPP objectives and procurement cost. Procurement data for
previous purchases of retort. pouches was used t.o determine the impact of
changes in maximum share quantities on number of awards, number of firms
receiving their maximum sharp, and the total cost of the procurement.
Iathemat ical programming models were used to solve the bid evaluations needed
to determine the impact of these changes. It is projected that the use of the
method recommended in this report for structuring maximum share quantities
will not only help to insure that the IPP objectives are met, but that they
are met in a manner that should minimize cost and resulting in savings of
procurement dollars.

DPSC-90-P00001. Liquidated Damages Assessments for Late Contractor
Index No. 90-01 Deliveries for Clothing and Textile Items (May 1990)

DPSC-LO Report

An evaluation of the liquidated damages cost calculation for late deliveries
of Clothing and Tvxtile (C&T) items was performed. 1, iquidalod damages rfer
to the cost c harged to (onl ract ors who de I ver supl i es aft er It he cont ract
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delivery date. Costs associated with late de'livaries are directly related to
-the impact- of the late delivery on inventory levels due to changes in
production leadtimes. These costs include addit;iunal investment and storage
costs as a result of increased inventory levels. In order to determine the
impa:t of a late delivery on inventory holdings, a simulation model developed
for C&T by the Logistics Management Institute was used (DLA-89-P81092). The
results of the simulations performed provided est.imates of the additional
investment and storage costs. Based on the simulation cost es imates, .)
method to derive lhe expected cost of a given late delivery was developed. A
cost, factor is provided that is used to determine liquidated damages based on
the item unit cost, number of days late and number of units late. Use of th-is
mel.hod will result in recapture of L.he estimated expected cost to the
Government, associated with late contractor deliveries. Assessments can be
supported based on the statistical and mathematical analysis described in the
report.
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DLA-89-P90088. -Response Time Analysis for DWASP 1I Mobile Communication
Index No. 89-41 -Devices (June 1989)

Incremient 1-ll of the DLA_ Warehoujsing and Shipping procedures (DWASP 1l1)
includes switching tLhe depot, funet ions of stock selection, st-owage, inventory,
stock survoi-Ilance, and transport at ion over to a paporless syst em. This will
be accompl ished -by -us-ing- Mobile Comiinicat ion Devices -(MCDs) -to link warehouaso
worke'rs with iiIhe -depot. mainframe computer. The volume- of Transact ions between
warehouse workers and-the -mainframe computers affect-, te -maifratre response

inie. This st.udy was -performed to determine the max' irm 1 owabio mainframe .
response time and- the minimum required number of -MCb, A ould- allow -Defenst'
Depot Memphi s Tennessee to -process a worst case workload- j.. one slhi

DLA-89-P90059. Cost-/Benefit Analysis Support for D)AAS- Modernization
Index No. 89-40 (May-1989)

This analysis was conducted to assess the economtics of -t-he proposed Defenso
Automat ic -Address-ing- System ADPE Replacement- and Moderni-zat-ion Program (DARP1).

The 1 ire-cyclp incremental1 costs and benefits of the -modul-ar DARP concept werfe
compared against- those of- threo other allternat~ives-: -a static baseline
(al-lowing for no- work-load increase); a modified- baselVine permlitt ing normal
workload -increases; and a -modrnization concept, feat-uritg -a- singular
arch itIectVure. The :st~ildy showed dramatic net economic -benefits for both1
modernization -alternatiAves; the proposed modular DARP -concept had the highest
benefit -to-cost _ratJi-o.

DLA-89-P90056.- FY -89-Stock-Fund Reduction Analysis -(Mardh -1989)
Index No. 89-39-

The Defense Log-istics- -Agency 1s FY 89 stock fund-budget- was $360 million less
t.han the dol-lar va-lue- -of -sa'les for FY 88. This study -was -performed to analyze
alternati-ve strategies wiTh-in-Athe suppLy system for accommodat ing this budgot
reduction. -Changes in-cert-ain requirements comput-atons and -the
appropriateness -of current demand bases used in forcecast-ing demand were, the
primary a itern at-i-ves addressed. Constraining buslo a mxiu f1 ot
will real-ize a- near tverm', reduction of approximiateIy .$25- mil-lion. Achieving
co it er goalI rvducrtions for short er Yead I imnes coulId Turt her -reduce buy
ririxieunt s uip- to-$U l-.mi I ion. 0Other alt ernat i yes offeri-ng higher potenut ia I
savings are not. near ternt soltions. Reevaltial ion of bot.h thn. enhancod safety
level program and-current. system procedures f-- updating -t.he quarterly
forecast-ed demand -(QFD) -could involve stock -fund s.zvihgs of up to $500
milli-on. The _analysis was l-imit~ed tLo those reple-ni-shment -items forecasted to
breach tLhei-r reorder -poin: -witrhin FY 89. However, heldyhighlights k*ey
areas affecting -our -st~ock fund -requirements and tlhose _potential areas that
could be used-to improve -the -overall management of sto6ck fund investments.



DLA-89-P81124. Industrial Preparedness Planning (IPP) Item Selection
Index No. 89-38 Indicator Model (January 1989) DPSC-LO Report

This project was initiated to develop an indicator applicable to the Medical
Commodity to be used to assist in identifying and prioritizing items which
should be planned under the Industrial Preparedness Program. The model is
based on a method of ranking items called the Technique for Order Preference
by Similarity to Ideal Solution, which was used to develop an IPP
prioritization model for the hardware commodities (Index No. 88-08). The
ratings are based on four attributes: risk level, production lead time,
mobilization ratio, and D to P day. The output. of the model is a listing of
all items ranked according to their prioritization values. This model is
expected to improve consistency in the IPP process, increase productivity by
allowing IPP personnel to reduce the time required for selecting items and
increase time spent, on actual planning, and a general improvement of readiness
in mobilization situations.

DLA-89-P81122. Contract Management Mobilization Staffing Planning Model
Index No. 89-37 (May 1989) DCASR-CHI-LO Report

The Defense Logistics Agency regularly plans for the staffing requirements it
will need in case of mobilization. Consistently accurate planning has been
difficult in the Defense Contract Administration Services area, particularly
for the Contract Management function. An analytical model was developed in
this project t.o help with contract management mobilization staffing planning.
The model quantifies the resources needed to administer added procurement
instruments, and those saved by doing only the essent.ial functions. It
consolidates data on Individual Mobilization Augmentees and DCAS personnel in
the Reserves, as well as retirees that could return to work as rehired
annuitants. The model redistributes personnel to other functional areas when
necessary. It computes overtime after accounting for these changes to the
work force. The number of people each region needs to hire in each contract
management functional area is the final output of the model. The model will
perit planners to do sensitivity analyses to test the impact of input
variables on this outcome.

DLA-89-P81116. Modeling of MOCAS Phase II Batch Processing (December 1988)
Index No. 89-36

'l'h, Defense Logist ics Agency (DLA) Office of Teleconimunital ions and
Information Systems, Automated Information Systems Development and Control
Division is responsible for determining the computer resources necessary to
support the Mechanization of Contract Administration Services System (MOCAS),
which is used by DLA contract administration activities for daily management
of over 392,000 contracts valued at $290 billion. The recent Phase II
implementation of MOCAS operates in t.wo principal modes -- a daily on-line
cycle, and a night batch cycle. With impending installation of Phase II at
the larger Defense Contract Administration Services Regions, there was

uncertainty as to whether the existing and planned computer resources would be
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sufficient to handle the workload. The primary purpose of this study was to
develop a model to predict bat.ch cycle run times at the larger DCASRs under
MOCAS Phase 11, and to confirm t.hat the CPU and input/out:put devices would
provide adequate batch processing service levels.

DLA-89-P81109. Technical Analysis of Cost Proposal (TACP) Expert: System
Index No. 89-35 Feasibilit.y St:udy (September 1988) DCASR-CIII-LO Report

This examination of the TACP process found that. using Expert Syst.ems
technology coud improve effectiveness. Field interviews with many technical
specialists, and other research into the TACP process, provided the supporting
informat ion. A screening methodology, employed for this project, tested the
feasibility of potential Expert. Syst.ems. It ident.ified three suitable
applications. An Intelligent Computer Assisted Instruction tool iould guide
novice technical specialists t.hrough t.he analysis of a sample c:a:,e. An Expert
System preprocessor would help set up an existing parametric s,.ftware costing
model. An Expert Syst.em primarily for price analyst:s would lhelp decide when a
TACP is needed.

DLA-89-P81106. Cataloging-Tools-On-Line (CTOL) Automated Information System
Index No. 89-34 (AIS) Economic Analysis (December 1988)

Current. Defense Logistics Agency cataloging operations use a manual
information system to prepare new itema requists and maintain existing
cataloging transactions. This economic analysis assesses the economic
feasibility of replacing the current manual operations with a CTOL AIS as part
of the Standard Automat:ed Materiel Management System modernization. This
analysis is an update of the original economic analysis which was performed in
August 1986. (Report No. 87-02)

DLA-89-P81096. Cost/Benefit Support to Immediate Improvement Initiative
Index No. 89-33 (December 1988)

The DLA Standard Automatel Materiel Management Syst.em (SAMMS) Inediate
Improvement Tnitiative (I ) is a relat.ional data-base concept which will
permit incremental SAMMS enhancements in such areas as discrepancy procossing,
inventory accountability, recommended buy, and stock positioning. This
cost/benefit analysis assessed and compared the incromntal life-cycle costs
and henefits of 1 against a staltus quo basolint, and two interm .diat ,
alternat.ives featuring differing degrees of Critic-al Baseline Enhancemt.nt
implement:ation for DLA's at:omated information systems. The analysis
concluded that the SANMS-I concept offers substantial it economic benefit.s.

DLA-89P81092. Simulating Clothing and Textile Operations at the Defense
Index No. 89-32 Logistics Agency (April 1989)
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This report: is a descript.i n of the work performed by t.he Logistics Management
InstituLe under the direc:ii of the DLA Operations Research and Economic
Analysis Office. The repo-t: provides a narrative description (Volume 1) and
PC SIMSCRIPT 11.5 source c)de (Volume II) for a PC-based simulation of
wholesale inventory managem ent of clothing and textile (C&T) items as
practiced at DLA. The C&T Simulation Model enables inventory managers and
analysts to project and evaluate the potential effects of new inventory
policies and operating methods. This interactive, menu driven model runs on
personal computers and ope,-ates on C&T data extracted from standard DLA Supply
Control Files. It provid' es estimates of how supply performance, inventory
levels, and costs are affected by different operating policies and procedures,
e.g., variable safety levels, matrix delivery schedules, procurement eycle
controls.

DLA-89-R81080. Materiel Readiness Support System (MARS) Interface
Index No. 89-31 Prompting Guide (Revised as of December 1988)

The MARS System was developed as an analytical tool to evaluate DLA's support
to mat.eriel readiness. The, Historical Supply Performance Program of the MARS
syst.em produces statistics that reflect DLA's historical, item-by-item supply
performance to a weapon sytem and/or organizational unit. The Projectoed
Supply Performance Model produces statistics that predict DLA's future support
to selected item groupings under a variety of performance goals or budget
allocations. The original documentation manual (Report- No. 84-14, October
1984) was designed to serve as a user's guide which would enable system
adaptation for decentralized users. The current. manual incorporates recent
enhancements to the MARS Sysl.em and has been designed to serve as a refervioce
guide of (.he system's anal:yLical capabi lit ies for both runct ional and
technical personnel.

DLA-89-P81078. Decision Support: System for Resource Allocation Model
Index No. 89-30 (April 1989)

In 1987, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) began investigating the benefits
of incorporating Decision Support System (DSS) technology within the Agency.
Efforts were begun to deveop an operational protot.ype DSS to assist decision
makers in allocating constrained resource dollars. Two optimization models
were creal.ed: the St'ock Fund Allocation Model, and the Commitntmn Dollar
Allocation Model. The Commitment Dollar Allocation Model was used for
integration into the prototype DSS as it was designed to answer the real t imi
question of what items to buy and how much of each should be bought at this
time. Testing results demonstrated thal this optimization model provides
supply availability projections equal to or greater than current operal ions
when funding levels are below Ihe stated Standard Automat ed Natitrie
Management System requirements levels. The primary benefit of this model
within the DSS is that it gives t:he decision maker an idea of the effect Ihal
reduced or delayed buys will have on an item and throughout, the system as a
whole. This report documents Lhe mathematical models developed.
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DLA-89-P81077. Medical Acquisition Shelf-Life System (MASS) Decision Support.
Index No. 89-29 Model Systems Documentation and User's Guide (May 1989)

The Medical Acquisition Shelf-Life (MASS) Model is a decision aid to assist
procurement analysts in evaluating alternative bids for stocked medical shelf-
life items. MASS attempts to identify the best value bid by balancing longer
shelf-life against higher purchase price in order to identify the bid with the
lowest life cycle costs. The Syst.ems Documei ion briefly reviews the
model's features, documents the MASS programs, describes the MASS files, and
explains the procedures for updating the MASS data. The accompanying User's
Guide describes the model's features, instruct.s the user in how to operate
MASS, and explains I.he rationale of the model to vendors.

DLA-89-P81067. Simulation of DDMT's Central Pack Area (March 1989)
Index No. 89-28

Defense Depot Memphis Tennessee (DDMT) has for a long period of time operated
wit.h packing areas in many parts of the depot. That concept has changed
recently and they are consolidating operations as much as possible to take
advantage of the associated economies. In addition, the requirement to
upgrade and add on equipment to support the introduction of the DLA
Warehousing and Shipping Procedures presented the opportunity to effect the
consolidation. This plan materialized in the form of the DDMT Central Pack
design for less than truckload (LTL) packing and bin packing operations. The
purpose of this study was to perform a computer simulation of the proposed
design to determine if goal throughputs could be met and to make
recommendations on system improvements and modifications. This report
documents the results of the simulation effort. In the LTL packing area, the
simulation found three areas of concern: the small freight offer mezzanine,
the small freight divert, and the multi-pallet packing area. Similarly, in
the area of bin packing operations, the model showed that workload for the two
input orientation stations was imbalanced, and that the multi-line packing
area was greatly underutilized. Based on the simulation, specific
recommendations were to increase system capabilities and to improve operation
product ivity.

DLA-89-P81064. Receipt Processing Time Study (January 1989)
Index No. 89-27

This analysis provided summary information to DLA Depot Operations on depot
receipt performance based on historical files received from the DLA Depot's.
Distributions for each of the components making up the entire receiving and
returns were analyzed using days required for processing. No general trend in
total processing time (receip, o storage) was apparent.
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DLA-89-P81061. Forecasting Infrequent But Predictable Demands (July 1989)

Index No. 89-26

The Defense Logistics Agency manages some items that generally experience
little or no demand. These demands are occasionally interrupted by larger
demands. This study was performed to identify and categorize those items that
have definite "lumpy" demand patterns, quantify the magnitude of the effect of
these demands on the managing commodity's supply availability, and determine
the feasibility of attempting to forecast future behavior of these items.
"Lumpy" items were identified and analyzed as t-wo distinct, groups of seasonal

and non-seasonal items. Approximately 6 percent of stocked items with demand
can be classified as seasonal. Seasonal items tend to increase the
commodity's overall supply availability and have a relatively low stock
position both in terms of stock to demand ratios and stock investment. These
items did not have any distinguishable stocked it'ems; however, under the
concept of Multiple Forecasting, they do lend themselves t.o relat.ively simple
forecasting techniques. The analysis of Defense Industrial Supply Center
irems experiencing "lumpy" but non-seasonal demand resulted in an unmanageable
number of distinct categories making any kind of pattern analysis impractical.

DLA-89-P91043. Origin Stop-Off and Commercial Rate Analysis of Containers
Index No. 89-25 Bound for Northern Europe (February 1989)

This analysis covered potential consolidation through origin st.op-offs of
seavan containers and an evaluation of commercial rate levels. The analysis
covered 2 months of seavan container data obtained from the Military Traffic
Management Command (MTMC). Additional data covering actual shipping points
for selected shipments was obtained from the Transportation Division, Defense
Personnel Support Center (DPSC). It was determined that underutilization of
seavan containers, whether it. is based on weight or cube, is not a widespread
problem for containers contrc led by DPSC to northern Europe. In addition, it
was determined that the current method of routing under the Military Sealift
Command Shipping Agreement and Rate Guide offers substantial savings over
commercial rate tariffs.

DLA-89-P81033. Optimal Weight. Break for Minimum Freight Charges (April 1989)
Index No. 89-24

The purpose of this study was to the review the less-than-truckload (LTL)
minimum freight category of the Guaranteed Traffic Program (GTP) to determine
whether or not carriers' rates were skewed upwards; if t:his was found to be
t.rue it* was requested that an optimal weight break point be determined. Two
approaches wprp used to investigate the LTL minijum freight charges. The
first method was to do charge comparison. Two comparisons were performed:
one using the discounted Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) Class 100
Standard Baseline Rates and the second using carriers' Government discounts on
the commercial rates published by a nationwide carrier. The first comparison
showed that the GTP charges were 33.04 percent lower than the discounted MTMC
charges. The second comparison indicated that the GTP charges were 40.57
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percent less than the discounted commercial charges. The second approach was
an application of linear regression. The regression model, based on the
average rate per hundredweight per mile of the other LTL weight categories,
predicted a higher average rate per hundredweight per mile than was obtained
from the actual shipment, data. The conclusion of both approaches is that
there is no evidence t:hat: rates for the LTL minimum freight category are
skewed upwards. The determination of an optimal weight break point was found
not feasible because of the dynamic nature of the GTP agreements, in which
carriers can adjust. their rates in response to changes in the conditions of
Lhose agreements.

DLA-89-P81031. Issue Priority Group (IPG) Three Shipment Consolidation
Index No. 89-23 Effectiveness Model (May 1989)

This report summarizes the work done and conclusions reached in a study of
depot low priority shipment consolidation effectiveness. IPG III requisitions
for compatible items and with the same destinations are consolidated to make
maximum use of transportation and warehousing funds. This process is highly
automated, but frequently the oldest requisition is removed from the shipment
data bank before the routine drop date. The resulting consolidation is thus
smaller than it would have been under ideal conditions. The model constructed
for this study emulates the consolidation process. The optimization of the
consolidation process assumes a perfect system but can still be a useful tool
in determining effectiveness trends at the Defense Logistics Agency supply
depots. For a typical depot in a 45-day period, this model shows that under
optimal conditions, small parcel shipments could be reduced in excess of 63
percent.

DLA-89-P81022. Prototype Expert System for Hazardous Material Identification
Index No. 89-22 and Classification (May 1989)

DLA is implementing a new hazardous material classification system, consisting
of 55 Hazardous Characterist.ic Codes (HCCs), which will provide critical
information needed to effectively manage, store, and ship hazardous materials.

Under the new system, depot receiving personnel will be required to assign the
HCC if it. is missing from perl:inent documents. Because the HCC must be
assigned quickly and accurately, an expert system approach appeared to offer
the best means of assisting depot. personnel in performing this task.
Accordingly, the purpose of this project was to determine if an expert system
approach to assigning HCCs is feasible. A prototype expert. system was
developed which has the capability of assigning ten HCCs to a specific
category of hazardous materials. Subject to t.he results of field testing at
DLA depots, the prototype system demonstrated that it is feasible and
advisable to develop an operational system for the assignment of hazard codes.
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DLA-89-P81020. Meals, Ready-to-Eat (MRE) Decision Support Model
Index No. 89-21 (December 1988)

The MRE Decision Support Model is a set of software programs developed for a
microcomputer with the overall objective of providing increased management
visibil-ty of DLA's MRE program. It consists of a set of user friendly
software programs which use LOTUS 1-2-3. The programs will automatically
convert basic MRE industrial preparedness planning (IPP) and procurement data
to usable formats, assist the manager to perform the required analyses and
present t.he results. The optim izat ion portion of t-he package uses "What's
Best !" a commercially available linear/integar programming (LP) package which
utilizes LOTUS 1-2-3. The MRE Presentation Spreadsheet. is the portion of tie
overall model that- provides MRE program status and background information,
allows "What If?" analyses and present.s suimrary results of various
optimizat.ion trials. The final documents consist. of the User's Guide for the
Presentation Spreadsheet. and the Programmer's Guide which provides detailed
documentation for all computer programs developed under this project.

DLA-89-P8104. Analysis of Recommended Buy Output Control System (REBOCS)
Index No. 89-20 Data (July 1989)

This report describes an analysis of recommended buys (RIls) generated by the
DLA Standard Automated Materiel Management System (SAMMS) at four DLA supply
centers. The purpose of the study was to gain a better understanding of the
RB review process and to assess the actions taken by DLA inventory managers in
approving, canceling, or modifying RBs. In addition, it was believed that th1.
act ions of inventory managers on certain groups of RBs might reveal
statistical relationships which could be expressed as implicit rules
applicable to the overall RB review process. Such rules could, therefore, bc
incorporated in a prototype Inventory Manager Assistant expert system which
was being developed at that time. The study revealed ihat inconsistent revitw
procedures among the inventory managers led to numerous and unn(:cessary
repetit.ive RBs. Accordingly, no implicit rules for use in the expert systm
could be identified.

DLA-89-P81012. Administrative and Holding Costs Resulting from Processing
Index No. 89-19 Reports of Nonconforming Supplies (July 1989)

The Packard Commission recommended that the Government Londuct its purchasing
operaltons in a fashion similar to that of the private sector, by emphasizinig
quality and schedule in addition to price. The Defense Logist ics Agency's
[)irvtoraL.e of Contracting is examining the possibility of quant ifying the
costs associated with poor contractor pprformance and incorporating ths,
costs int the bid evaluation process. In support of this effort, a project
was initiated to evaluale the cost associated with nonconforming supplies Ihal
are altributable to conlrac or fault. This study examined Iwo elc.mentls of Ilv
cost of nonconforming items, specifically, the administral ivo cost and th,,
holding cost. The administrative cost arises from act ions normally performed
at various supply and staff levels (internal and external to DLA) when a
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nonconforming item is discovered and a Quality Deficiency Report* (QDR) is
init.iated, processed, investigated and resolved. The holding cost, results
from the storage and handling of nonconforming it:ems :d from the lost
c-pportunity of investment for money "tied up" in these discrepant, supplies.
'rTe average administrative cost. accumulated for a single QDR for a typical PJ.A
item was foond to be $501. The average holding cont pr QDR was estimated as
3.55 porcen i of Ihv ave rage contract value for a typical DLA it em. "rhr
admini st rat ive cost.s (in dollars) and holding costs (Pxpressed as a
proportion of the contract value) were derived for various levels of detail,
that is, Federal Supply Ciass, Federal Supply Group and supply center.

DLA-89-P81011. Cost: of Late Delivery (December 1988)
Index No. 89-18

A previous project (Index No. 87-26) developed a methodology for estimating
t'he cost:s incurred by DLA as a result of a late delivery. This methodology
was validated using DGSC as a test case. This current project* exteonded the
cost estimating methodology and developed cost est.imates for each of the
F deral Supply Classes at all DLA hardware centers. These costs ar'
recommended for incorporation into the bid evaluation procoss in order to buy
for bosl value.

DLA-89-P81010. Forecasting Contract:ing Workload (April 1989)
Index No. 89-17

This study explored the possibility of forecasting DLA contract.ing workload
front indicators of Service activity. The premise of this analysis was that
DLA's contracting workload is somehow relat:ed t.o Service activit.y -- an
increase in Service activity will lead to a corresponding increase in DLA
workload. In this effort. we examined the use of regression analysis and
mat hemal'ical modeling for forecasting DLA workload. It was det.ermined that
DLA's contracting workload could not be forecast directly from Service
activity. We were able to forecast- DLA's Supply Operations wor'load
(expressed by item demand) from Service activity in some cases. Wo could then
forecast some of DLA's stocked item contracting workload indirectly by using
the forecasts of item demand. However, it was not possible to forecast any of
DLA's non-st.ocked cont ract ing workload.

DCAS-89-P90001. Disbursements Forecasting Model (June 1989)
Index No. 89-16 DCASR-CHI-LO Report

DLA now uses the unit cost mcthod of resourcing DCASRs. The dollar value of
disbursements is tihe cost driver. As a result, act-iial and foreraloc
disbursements are now a critical element in workyear planning. DIA's curront
method is an adjustment of the prior year disbursements for estimatid
inflat ion. This projecta, however, uses two techniques, linear regression and
time series analysis, to predict disbursements. The regression model projefls
disbursements using the budgeted DoD procurement outlays which cause
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disbursements. Then, it averages the two results to arrive at a forecast.
The sludy produced project ions of disbursmnivts for the ne.x fiscal year for
DL.A ind ror each of ithe nin' I)CASRs.

DGSC-89-P90003. Defense General Supply Center Employee Motivation Study

Index No. 89-15(Vol I), Defense Depot Richmond Virginia Motivation Study
(Vol II) (September 1989) DGSC-LO Reports

The final result-s of a motivation/productivit:y study conducted at DGSC/DI)RV
are contained in these two reports which document the statistical analyses of
a set of questionnaires administered to 447 DGSC/DDRV employees. The
questionnaires were developed and administered by an ad hoc working group.

The results of this study provided some realistic indicators of the employees'

motivational t:limate at Defense General Supply Center and Depot in Richmond,
VA, at the time of the survey.

DGSC-89--P90002. Economic Analysis of the Hazardous Material Building Complex
Index No. 89-14 (July 1989) DGSC-LO Report

Currently over 100 Federal Stock Classes of itoems, identified as hazardous

materials, are stored at: Defense Depot Richmond Virginia (DDRV). In addition,
DDRV also stocks around 732,000 cubic feet- of petroleum products in 55 gallon

drums. These drums are currently stored in the open posing a potential
environmental hazard. For both efficiency and safety, a complex of handling
and storage faciliries has been proposed. This report. documents, in detail,
the engineering costs of the proposed facilities; the operational procedures
or processes which would be affected; and the economic analyses performed.

DGSC-89-P90001. DGSC Operations Center Economic Analysis; Supplement: DGSC
Index No. 89-13 Operations Center Commercial (December 1988) DGSC-LO Report

First proposed in 1986, tlh Operations Center is couceived of as a facility
meel ing an increasing Inventory Control Point workload in a modernized
environiient . In addition to its own staff, DGSC must acconnodate several
hundred D)LA tenants currently located at the center. The report details the
engineering (ontepts, operational benefits, and economic modol, as well as ihe
resulting actual cost/benefit calculations.

DPSC-89-P90007. Initial Analysis of the Producer Price Index for Bakery Items

Index No. 89-12(September 1989) DPSC-LO Report

An initial analysis of Producer Price Indox (PPI) data was porforiiied to
dot rmine if the ragnitude in raw male rial cost increases dtie to Ihe recent
drought have a significant effect on prices of bread. The analysis was
timilod to the potontial impact on the price of white hread as caused by
ntr~a sos in 1ho price, of wheat grain and wheat flour. 'Twonly months of P'PI
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dala January 1987 through August 1988, for wheat grain, wheat flour, and
white pan broad were analyzed to ascertain if th.,re is a statistically
significant relationship between the price of wheal, wheat flour, and white
bread and if this relationship alone could be used as an economic price
adjustment factor for white bread. From the analysis it was concluded that
price t.hanges in wheat grain, as caused by the recent droughtg are neither a
good nor sufficient reason to expect significant. price changes in white bread.

The drought and its subsequent impact on wheat prices is not sufficient
juslificalion tlo conclude that bread vendors require immediate relief from
their contract responsibilities.

DPSC-89-P90006. Rice Demand and Production (March 1989) DPSC-LO Report
Index No. 89-11

The Directorate of Subsistence has experienced significant increases in the
demand for two NSNs for par-boi led rice while at the same time has had
difficulty in procuring the NSs. The ConLracting and Production Division
therefore requested an analysis of the situation and an outlook for 1989.
Based on an analysis of demand, pricing and production data, it seems that the
difficult.y in procurement of the two NSIs was probably due to a variety el
factors including: increasing and extremely variable demand; relatively low
level of available stocks; substantial increase in price; and the relatively
low level of non-.U.S. stocks (due to decreased production) placing pressure on
U.S. stocks. The study projected on outlook for 1989 belter than what
occurred during 1988. Though DPSC demands are expected to increase
substantially based on operations research forecasts, U.S. product ion is
expected to in,,oase by 23% with stock levels increasing by 20%. Given that
demands represent such a small percentage of U.S. utilization, it wa s
concluded that there should be adequate supplies.

DPSC-89-P90005. AdapLive Robust Estimation (August: 1988) DPSC-LO Report
Index No. 89-10

The Quality Assurance Division of t.he Di, .ctorate of Subsistence is
responsible for evaluating the reliability of contractor testing systems under
the DPSC Subsistence Contract Optional Testing Clause. To ensure the
reliability of these testing systems, cont-ractor tIest data is analyzed against
Government. test data. The results produced by these analyses are used as
measures of reliability. The statistical method utilized by the Quality
Assurance personnel to test for this reliability is called Adaptive Robust
Estimation. The technique has recently been improved by work done at the
University of Iowa. The effort documented in this report, involved the
interpretat ion, design, and programming a new set of equations developed at
Iowa, As a res-it of Ithse updat es. Quality Assurance personne l ar, able to
provide quicker and stat ist ically more reliable evaluations.
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DPSC-89-P90001. Central Supply Point Distribution Model (November 1987)
Index No. 89-09 DPSC-LO Report

The objective of this project was to determine the most: economical method for
distributing low demand items. The model was developed for end-users and is
therefore self contained and menu-driven. A series of Lotus 123 worksheets
containing menus, data, appropriate formulas and look-up tables, and report
generators comprise the system. Output. is in the form of decision support
tables which allow item managers to analyze the economic feasibility of Iwo
alternative methods of shipping a specific item to a specific customer. Data
requirements include location of origin and destination points, appropriate
fransporlation rates, and handling and storage costs. Tho model comparos
transportation, storage and handling costs for the Iwo alternative
distribution methods. One method is to ship a small quantity of an item
directly to a customer; the other is to ship a large quantity of t-he item to a
central distribut:ion point where it is consolidated with other items and then
shipped to the customer.

DPSC-89-P90003. Integer Programming Complex Bid Evaluation Model
Index No. 89-08 (December 1986) DPSC-LO Report

The purpose of this offort was to determine the low cost award solut ion for
clqnplex evaluations. A user friendly, menu driven PC model was developed to
a,.sist procurement personnel in performing complex bid evaluations. A series
o. Lotus 123 worksheets containing menus, data input screens, and report.
g~nerators are interfaced with a mathematical programming package. The Lotus
component allows users to input bid data and output- award solutions. The nath
software generates optimal solutions based on bids and constraints. The
evalual ions are complex duo to the restriction that a single line i tom
ctlantity be totally awarded to a single vendor, yet each vendor has product io
c(Lpacity limits in terms of overall quantity. The evaluation is performed as
a large zero-one integer programming problem with up to 900 variables and b0
c( n'il ra i nt s.

DPSC-89-C90009. Kaiserslautern Cold Store Simulation Model (May 1988)
Index No. 89-07 DPSC-LO Report

Tho Kaiserslautern Cold Storage Facility, one of two cold storage warehouses
in the Federal Republic of Germany, stores and issues perishable subsistenc:
proiuIs for Troop Issue and Commissary rtsale. In order to better indersland
facility managementl policios, and to dotermine the polnl ial effects of f ultre
invnlory managoment policy changes, the DPSC Operal ions Research and FEconomJl
Analysis Office was asked to develop a model of the Kaiserslautern operal ion.
A Monte Carlo simulation model of over eight hundred perishable chill and
fr,'e.ze ilens was deve loped to omulale the Kaiserslaulorn ope ral ion. It
ana I yzi-s I he impac I of various inven or y niana gemen t po i c i '-s on s u pp I y
availabi lily and warehouse space. It provides management with| an anal yt i c(a
tool tihal can be used to xamiine currntl inventory policies and t h effecls of
van detent ion. It provides a baseline analysis for determining the
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cost/feasibility of increasing supply availability, and t.he warehouse space
required to do so, as well as an analysis of how many vans per week will incur
detention costs, and how increases in warehouse spaoce will affect tfe number
of vans charged detention. Using the model, one can determine the (ost of
increasing supply availability or obtaining more warehouse space.

DPSC-89-P90004. Product. Quality Audit Program (January 1989) DPSC-LO Report
Index No. 89-06

One of Ihe management tools ut i lized to implement Ihe Quality Audit Program is
Ilho depot audit program. Results of [he audits for FY 87 and 88 indicate that
the percentage of nonconformances (failed depot quality audit inspections) for
the commodit ies managed by the Defense Personnel Support Center ar.- th,,
highest in DLA. A study was undertaken t.o ascertain the range of the
nonconformance problem. The results show that the range of nonconformances
,txpected versus those actually documented by the limited data available
differed substantially. Therefore, additional testing was done utilizing
revised Accept:able Qualit.y Levels (AQLs). The results came closer to
documented nonconformances, but' indicat.e that firt her study should be
conducted as more data becomes available. The study recommended that the AQLs
currently being used be tested for st.atist ical roliability; the qual ity
process be reviewed to ensure that. the Government is receiving thet product
that it is paying for; the reporting process be standardized; inspectors be
assigned one commodity; and more communication take pla~v between the various
Government agencies involved in the quality process.

DLA-88-P88021. Cost of a Preaward Survey (June 1988)
Index No. 89-05

A preaward survey is one tool used by a cont.racting officer t'o determine
cont.ractor responsibilit.y. The purpose of this study was to quantify the
cost:s incurred by the Defense Logist.ics Agency in performing a preaward
survey, in an att-empt. to incorporat.e this cost into t.he bid evaluation process
when the apparent low bidder has a questionable performance history. Thet cost
would more closely reflect t.he true cost of doing business wilth the apparent
low bidder. This analysis was divided int.o two parts. The first part of the
analysis examined the direct costs of a preaward survey. The-se costs wore
prinmarily the expenditure of labor to perform and track a prvaward survy.
Tho second part of this analysis involved quant ificat ion of the costs
associated with the delay in awarding the cont.ract duv to Il h preaward survey.

The costs were ident ifiod in the increased safety levels result ing from
increased lead times. The costs of a preaward survey were found to be
significantly different, depending on whet.her a formal or an informal preaward
survey was acconpl i shed.
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DLA-88-P88014. Depot Resourcing Model, Users Manual and Tutorial (June 1989)
Index No. 89-04

The Depot Resourcing Model is a personal comnputer model designed to provide
the manager at work center level or the Director of Distribut ion with the
least cost personnol configuration required to accomplish projected workload.
The model determines the opt imum mix of permanent employees, temporary
employoost part-time employees, intermittent employees and overtime hours
using productivity rates established by the manager, wage rates, performanCe
standards, and either minimum or maximum percentage restrictions placed on th,
labor types by the manager. The primary purpose for developing the model was
to reduce unit cost. If a depot. can get the workload accomplished with a
large number of intermit.tent employees, the depot has the flexibility of not
calling that employee to work if the workload does not materialize. There are
also savings on fringe benefits for those intermittents that do work. The
manual and tutorial provide instructions and examples for using the model.

DLA-88-P88008. IMC Candidate Items and Storage Aid Requirements
Index No. 89-03 (September 1988)

DLA is building an Integrated Material Complex at Defense Depot Mechanihsburg
Pennsylvania to handle approximat-ely 15,000 requisitions in an 8-hour shift.
In 1986, this office performed an analysis of candidat,, items to aid in Ihe
design process. This study was to provide an update to that analysis due to
stockage policy .hanges in DLA. Two scenarios concerning the replenishment
policy were considered. The first scenario allowed for no replenishment and
up to four of the largest rack locations for it~em storage. The second
scenario's goal was to maximize the throughput by use of a variable
replenishment policy. Finally, we combined t.he storage location requirements
for the active items with those of dead items to calculate the total location
requi rement s.

DLA-88-P81048. Buyer's Assistant Expert System Prototype (September 1989)
Index No. 89-02

This project was undert akvn in ( ooperal ion wit Ii I he 71 h Coiinnun it at ions (Croup,
Air F'or(e Coamun i cat ions Command, as a I c.hnology demonst rat ion of Art if i ( in!
Tnt lI i gcnc. app Ii cat ions in log ist its. Th, Buyer's Assistant is an e.xpe.rl
syslta whic.h was devel oped at tlhe Defense lim I s Supply Center (1IFSC) to assist
DIS(: buyers in sele.ing the appropriate tlauses for a (ontract solicitat ion.
This expert system, which is currently in use at DFSC, will qury the buyer
for information about the "buy," and then use this information to select the.
r,.quire(d clauses for a given bulk fuel procureient. It will then
automalically collate and print the appropriate clauses in a format suilabl,
for inclusion in the completed solicitation.
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DLA-88-P81013. Optimization of Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office
Index No. 89-01 Locations (September 1988)

The DLA Defense Reutilization and Marketing Offices (DRMOs) are responsible
for the worldwide disposition, reutili-zat:ion, and sale of excess/surpl.s
Government. property. This report- describes the application of operat ions
rsearc:h techniques to determine the optimum number and local ion of DRMOs in
order to minimize overall cost to the Department of Defense. The sLudy
identified 22 DRMOs or off-sile branches as candidates for consolidation
m(d/or closure. lowever, due to certain study assumptions and conslrainls, it

was recommended tIhat the study result.s be viewed as a "pointer" to those sites
whi('h should be considered for further study.
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88-22. Analysis of Variable Quarterly Forecast (September 1988)

The Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) is the only Center that uses a
Variable Quarterly Forecasted (VQF) Support by Supply Management Category
Codes (SMCC) methodology as a tool to manage their resources. DISC
experiences lower supply availability than the other DLA Supply Centers
(DSCs). This analysis was initiated to determine what impact the VQF
methodology has had on costs and performance at DISC. Based upon a
r.mparative assessment between the SAMMS requirements determination process
and the VQF methodology, the VQF requires lower investment costs to achieve
,he same overall system performance as SAMMS. Lower supply performance at
DISC is not attributable to their use of VQF, but appears related to funding
and operational constraints. Due to the DISC impact on overall DLA
performance, increasing performance at DISC would improve the overall
performance of DLA. Primary consideration should be given to reassessing and
evaluating the constraints under which DISC is currently operating. (DLA-LO
Project 8026)

88-.21. Inventory Manager's Assistant, Expert System Prototype (July 1988)

The Inventory Manager's Assistant (IMA) is a tool to help the Inventory
Managers make recommendations for the buys which are presented to them on a
Standard Supply Control Study. The purpose of the program is to evaluate the
information on the Control Study being investigated, updating information such
as the Quarterly Forecasted Demand (QFD) and Recommended Buy Quantity. IMA
will accomplish this by reading in the information from a Control Study in the
form of a data file, processing the information required and making
calculations for the new quantities to be used, and outputting the information
to the user. The output to the user can be in the form of a data file or
displayed to the computer screen for inspection and user interaction. The IMA
documentation describes the installation, operation, and maintenance of the
IMA program. The document has been written for the novice computer operator
with little experience with operation of IMA and computers. The target
computer for IMA is the DMINS machine, a UNIX based computer used by the
Defense General Supply Center (DGSC). (DLA-LO Project 7049)

88-20. Simulation of Packing Area Throughputs Under DWASP (June 1988)

This report details the results of a simulation of the Defense Logistics
Agency Standard Warehousing and Shipping Automated System (DWASP) Increment II
for Defense Depot Ogden, Utah (DDOU). The system under study included the
printing of the Issue/Release Receipt Document (IRRD), packing, and offering
to transportation for bin operations. In addition to these functions, all
associated hardware such as conveyors, automatic sealers, bar code readers,
and printers were modeled as well. The analysis indicates that there were two
major areas for concern--the multiline packing and the single line offer
stations. In the packing area, there was an imbalance in the work among the
packers. Specific recommendations in packing include alteration of the
current scheme for assigning work to multiline packers and placing a cap on
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the maximum size shipping unit. In the offer area the original configuration
could not accomplish the required throughput. The addition of another
diversion belt and splitting up the offer function into three components
performed in different areas resolved the problem. (DLA-LO Project 6034)

88-19. Enhanced DLA Distribution System (EDDS) - "Pooling" (June 1988)

This study looked at the "pooling" concept as proposed under the EDDS.
"Pooling" assumes movement of selected freight from a depot in truckload lots
to an intermediate EDDS facility for consolidation with freight from other DLA
depots. The resulting larger less-than-truckload shipments are then
transported from the EDDS facility short distances to the ultimate consignee.
The study compared current transportation methods and costs to the "pooling"
alternative, and computed estimated savings. Savings under "pooling" in
second destination transportation expenditures were estimated to be $16.9
million yearly. In addition, a depot weight/line analysis was conducted and
initial traffic studies were developed for the proposed commercial EDDS
facilities at New York, NY, and Los Angeles, CA. Several conclusions are
discussed and a recommendation is made to implement the "pooling" phase of the
EDDS program. (DLA-LO Project No. 7020)

88-18. Economic Feasibility of DLA Materiel Maintenance Mission (June 1988)

The purpose of this study was to determine the economic feasibility
(profitability) of DLA's materiel maintenance mission. Specifically, this
study examined the economic feasibility of stock maintenance operations. The
study results showed DLA's maintenance operations to be generally economically
sound. The yearly net economic value generated, compared with the value of
the assets employed, represented a rate of return greater than 10 percent. It
was estimated that the total economic benefits generated during Fiscal Year
1987 were $32 million, the total economic costs were $26 million and the value
of the assets employed was $26 million. Because of the questionable validity
of some of the data used for this analysis, it was recommended that, before
any decision is made which would make major changes to the size or scope of
the operations, an additional analysis should be made using more reliable
historical data. The primary recommendation of the study was to modify the
Job Order Tracking and Management System used by the stock maintenance
operations to allow the generation of this valid historical cost data base.
(DLA-LO Project No. 7033)

88-17. Assessing the Feasibility of Developing an Automated Method to
Approximate Price Using Item Characteristic Information (June 1988)

The information currently most readily available to Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA) buyers and price analysts to assist the pricing effort is based upon
historical data, i.e., what has been paid in the past for the same item. This
is valuable information but not adequate in all situations, such as during the
procurement of new items or when conditions have drastically changed. Thus,
this project was undertaken to investigate the feasibility of using item
technical characteristic data to estimate prices. The approach taken was to
attempt the development of a data base which would group items by
specification technical characteristics. Unfortunately, it was found that the
ranges in prices across most grouped items were too broad to be useful in the
pricing function. rhe basic conclusion of this effort was that it Is
currently not feasible to use the existing date bases of item characteristic
information to effectively assist in price reasonableness determinations.
(DLA-LO Project No. 8006)
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88-16. Modeling Energy Consumption in the Defense Logistics Agency (May 1988)

Goals for energy consumption at each of the Defense Logistics Agency managed
facilities are affected by factors which are beyond the control of the
organization and can vary from month to month, such as weather conditions and
workload. This report presents the results of an analysis that mathematically
modeled energy consumption and then attempted to use these models to assist in
setting consumption goals for the agency. The DLA facilities identified the
factors which they considered to be predictors of energy consumption. Three
years of monthly data were submitted for each factor. The data were screened
to identify possible problems and to determine which factors had some
relationship with energy consumption. Regression models were developed to
predict total consumption, electric consumption, and non-electric consumption
at each location. These models showed a definite relationship between weather
and workload factors and energy consumption. However, the models were not
accurate enough to be used to set consumption goals in DLA due to the impact
of extraneous factors that were not quantifiable. (DLA-LO Project No. 7009)

88-15. Analysis of Quality Assurance (QA) Effectiveness (April 1988)

The lack of meaningful measures of effectiveness for the Quality Assurance
function within the Defense Contract Administrative Services (DCAS) has been a
serious deficiency for many years. With the availability of new, automated
data from the QA Management Information System, these masures are made
possible through the QUality Effectiveness Sensing Technique (QUEST) model.
QUEST evaluates both the government-driven Contract QA Program and the
contractor-driven product conformance through a set of indicators using multi-
attribute decision-making methods. These techniques combine quantitative
statistical analysis with subjective factors provided by QA experts. The
model provides a relative measure of program and product effectiveness by
comparing scores for a particular facility (contractor) with its peers'
scores. Facility peer groups are established in terms of commodity, QA
provision and size. The model was successfully tested by comparing QUEST
measures with supervisor's opinions throughout DCAS organizational elements.
(DLA-LO rroject No. 3071)

88-14. Depot Traffic Analysis FY 86 (April 1988)

This report documents an analysis of DLA Depot Traffic for FY 86. Summary
statistics for FY 86 are compared with similar data for FY 84 and FY 85 to
determine the effect that the Guaranteed Traffic Program has had on
transportation cost reductions. The data are compared based on both current
dollar value and FY 84 dollars. For the purpose of this study, FY 84 data
were considered as the base line. Significant cost reductions from FY 84 to
both FY 85 and FY 86 were noted. In terms of FY 84 dollars, there was an
approximated $20 million cost reduction for FY 86. These savings are
attributable to the lower rates negotiated under the Guaranteed Traffic
Program and the associated increase In average weighL per shipmenL and
decrease in the total number of shipments. The study concludes that cost
reductions achieved under the Guaranteed Traffic Program have significantly
contributed to DLA's overall traffic management effectiveness. This program
should be continued and expanded where possible. Efforts for greater
consolidation should continue to be stressed. In addition, the study
recommends that small air parcel rates be examined for possible additional
cost reductions.
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88-13. Evaluating the Sampling Procedures for Clothing and Textile Items
(March 1988)

This report evaluates the current acceptance sampling procedures for selected
clothing and textile items. A simulation analysis was undertaken to exanine
the current sampling procedures and acceptance criteria, as specified in MIL-
STD-1490D, to determine if they contributed to the problem of men's dress
coats being accepted at the manufacturer's location and subsequently found to
fail the same acceptance standards at the depot. The study concludes that the
current sampling procedures and acceptance criteria are not the cause of the
acceptance of poor quality coats. The study recommends that some minor
adjustments to the sampling process be further examined. (DLA-LO Project No.
7005)

88-12. Accountable Property Study (March 1988)

This study attempted to determine the appropriate dollar value of equipment
that should be recorded on property books for control. Costs to record and
maintain an item on the property book and to perform periodic inventories were
determined. It was not feasible to determine quantitative benefits.
Therefore, the analysis provided a table of values based on probability of
loss that would allow determination of an item dollar value for break-even
between costs and benefits given a selected probability of loss for the item
or class of items at hand. (DLA-LO Project No. 7041).

88-11. Improving Navy Supply Availability (March 1988)

When comparing DLA supply support to the Services, Navy Supply Availability
(SA), as computed by DLA, was lower than the other Services'. The tasking was
to determine why this was the case. Our research found that Navy supply
points past requisitions to DLA that could not be filled. These were past as
A4s. Normally, A4 requisitions succeeded the AO requisitions for
replenishment. When the SA for the item was computed, A4s are included. The
number of units requisitioned per A4 is much lower than for an AO. SA is
computed as the total number of requisitions filled over the total received,
regardless of quantity requested or supplied. Consequently, A4s tend to lower
the computed SA, but the actual support, if A4s were excluded from the
computed SA, would match if not exceed the other Services'. (DLA-LO Project
No. 7045)

88-10. Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems (AI/ES) Technology Insertion
at the Defense Logistics Agency (January 1988)

This report was prepared by the Battelle Memorial Institute, Inc., documenting
their effort to identify Expert System applications that can be implemented in
DLA in the near term. Battelle identified five potential applications,
ranging in size from a lap-top microcomputer system for field use by contract
administration personnel to a supermicrocomputer/minicomputer application in
supply operations. Batelle began with interviews in HQ DLA, and then
performed multiple interviews with DCSC, DDCO, DDRV, DDTC, DCASR-CLU, and
DCASMA-Dayton personnel. Thirty-six potential applications were screened in
increasing levels of detail, ultimately culling out all but the five
recommended development efforts. Some of those systems screened out should be
be revisited as additional information becomes available in their respective
subject areas. The reason for screening out candidates was to ensure that
Expert System technology was suitable and necessary, as opposed to more
conventional programming or manual techniques. Recommended applications were:
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Contractor Purchasing System Review (Contract Administration)
Quality Assurance Pre-Award Survey (Contract Administration)
Pre-Award Monitor Desk Survey (Contract Administration)
Packaging Design (Transportation)
Standard Supply Control Study (Supply Operations)

88-09. Analysis of DISMS Increment IV (January 1988)

This report brings together in one document the findings of a series of three
studies concerned with Increment IV of the Defense Integrated Subsistence
Management System (DISMS). This evaluation of Increment IV spanned more than
15 months and progressed from a general overview to more in-depth examinations
of the two major Increment IV processes. Each analysis, in turn, has provided
a different perspective on DISMS and revealed new, more detailed, information.
In some cases, changes to previous study findings have resulted. Although two
of these studies have been reported on previously (87-14 - DLA-LO Project No.
6039, DISMS Workload Capacity Study (Apr 87) and 88-05- DLA-LO Project No.
7007, DISMS Bid Response Evaluation Anaysis (Oct 87)) it is believed that this
report provides the best assessment now available relative to the impact of
Increment IV on Defense Personnel Support Center computer and personnel
resources. Accordingly, this report replaces previous reports on DISMS
Increment IV prepared by the DLA Operations Research and Economic Analysis
Office. (DLA-LO Project No. 7026)

88-08. DLA Industrial Preparedness Program (IPP) Item Selection Indicator
(December 1987)

The purpose of this effort was to formulate a management indicator that
provides visibility of the ability of the production base to meet surge and
mobilization production needs. This report documents an effort to develop a
prototype indicator which may be used to aid in the selection of items for
planning as part of the Industrial Preparedness Program (IPP). The prototype
planning indicator is based on the criticality of an item to its application
and the uncertainty of availability for an item. Results from a test using
the prototype indicator to evaluate the Construction, Electronics, General and
Industrial commodities are presented. The prototype indicator shows much
promise for identifying items which should be planned to ensure their
availability during mobilization. The study recommends that development of
the planning indicator be continued, to provide the Defense Logistics Agency's
Supply Centers with a better methodology for the selection of items for
participation in the IPP planning process, and to provide visibility of the
responsiveness of the industrial base to meet emergency demands. (DLA-LO
Project No. 6008)

88-07. Optimal Weight Limit for Less Volume Traffic (October 1987)

This report documents an analysis of the optimal weight break point for less
than truckload and truckload traffic. The analysis examined the cost and
transit times for shipments originating at DLA defense depots and destined to
points in the Continental United States. Data were obtained from the Freight
Information System file for FY 85. Comparisons were made of total cost and
total transit time for four different workload weight policies. These
comparisons determined the trade-offs between cost and transit time associated
with these policies, the relationship between cost and transit time, and the
relative ranking of the policies. Finally, the policies were evaluated and
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ranked based cc, the trade-off relationships between cost and transit time.
These relationships were identified and a recommendation made that the
findings be validated by the Guaranteed Traffic Program bidding process.
(DLA-LO Project No. 6013)

88-06. Analysis of Shelf-Life Stockage Policies (October 1987)

Effective management of shelf-life inventories requires a balance among
procurement, receipt, holding, and disposal costs while maintaining high
supply availability. Current DLA stockage policies maintain high supply
availability, but often generate excessive inventories and a corresponding
expiration of the shelf-life. The purpose of this study was to determine if
current shelf-life stockage policies could be modified to reduce total
operating costs while maintaining or improving current levels of supply
availability. A validated stochastic simuiation was used to model the current
and alternative stockage policies for DLA shelf-life items. The results
indicate that for hazardous items, the direct delivery with a cap on the
reorder point is the best alternative for both cost and supply effectiveness.
When direct delivery is not possible, the next best alternative is to
establish a minimum buy quantity with a more conservative stockage objective
and limits on economic order quantity and returns. For nonhazardous items,
the direct delivery with a minimum buy quantity and a cap on the economic
order quantity is the best alternative. When direct delivery is not possible,
establishing a minimum buy quantity with a more conservative stockage
objective, a reduced economic order quantity considering disposal costs and
limits on safety levels and returns is the next best alternative. (DLA-LO
Project No. 6011)

88-05. DISMS Bid Response Evaluation Analysis (October 1987)

Increment IV of the Defense Integrated Subsistence Management System (DISMS)
was the subject of a previous study by the DLA Operations Research and
Economic Analysis Office (see 87-14 - DLA-LO Project No. 6039, DISMS Workload
Capacity Study (Apr 87). That study indicated that a large bid response
transaction volume could create unacceptably high and concentrated demands on
the DISMS computer. The purpose of this study was to perform a more detailed
study of the DISMS bid response process. The major finding of this follow-on
analysis is that the previous study overestL=ated the transaction volume for
the bid response process. However, the study also concludes that a large
portion of this workload will be concentrated in a much shorter time period
than was previously assumed. As a result, user acceptance problems may result
due to the additional time and effort that will be required to record vendor
offers into DISMS. (DLA-LO Project No. 7007)

88-04. Forecasting DCAS Workload Indicators (October 1987)

The purpose of this study was to determine if indicators of future levels of
contract workload can be forecasted using quantitative techniques. Current
forecasts involve, in most cases, "Professional" estimates employing the
qualitative judgments of experts. Two types of quantitative forecasting
techniques were used in this study: time-series analysis which uses
historical data to predict future patterns and regression analysis which
attempts to quantify the relationship between variables thought to be
logically linked. DCAS workload indicators were divided into three groups:
"Traditional" indicators (Contract Receipts and Contracts On-hand),
"Contractor Driven" indicators (Contractor Purchasing System Reviews,
Contractor Employee Compensation Reviews, Overhead and Cost Monitoring
Reviews, and Spare Parts Pricing Cases), and "Support Function" indicators
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(Preaward Surveys, Pricing Cases, Property Control System Surveys, and
Technical Analysis of Cost Proposals). Based on this analysis, it was found
that forecasts of Contract Receipts can be derived from regression analysis
using DoD Procurement Outlays and Military Personnel Endstrengths. Forecasts
for Contracts On-hand can be based on a time-series technique known as
Winter's Method. "Support function" indicators are forecasted using a time-
series technique known as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA).
"Contractor driven" indicators could not be forecasted because of insufficient
historic data. (DLA-LO Project No. 7004)

88.-03. Capability to Ship Direct to Overseas Customers (October 1987)

The purpose of this study was to analyze DLA's demand patterns for European
customers and determine if enough traffic existed to warrant developing the
capability to build container loads for direct shipment overseas. The
analysis was limited to evaluating IPG II and IPG III requisitions for
consolidation into direct shipments of material from DLA depots at
Mechanicsburg, PA (DDMP), ard Memphis, TN (DDMT), to customers in Europe. The
study concluded that: (1) the demand patterns for DDMP were not sufficient
enough to support a container consolidation operation, (2) DDMT has sufficient
demand to support at least two customers (Mainz Army Depot and Central
Receiving Activity, Pirmases, Germany), and (3) development of a DLA
container consolidation operntLon at DDMT would not adversely effect the
operation of the Army's Containci: Consolidation Point at New Cumberland, PA.
(DLA-LO Project No. 6017)

88-02. An Economic Analysis of Tape Cartridge Subsystems (September 1987)

This study report documents the results of a cost benefit analysis of new data
storage and retrieval %vechnology. The study includes economic data from
Headquarters Defense Logistics A,ncy as well as from data processing
installations within DLA. Three acq,'ition alternatives were considered in
addition to the status quo. The results showed that one of the three
alternatives would generate significant operating-cost savings to DLA;
however, the new technology is far too expensive at this point a~d no working
models of two of the three alternatives has been field tested. The study
concludes that acquisition of new cartridge management technology should not
be made at this time. The technology acquisition should be deferred until a
track record is established and a corresponding price decrease occurs. (DLA-
LO Project No. 7034)

88-01. Depot Effectiveness IPG III Processing (July 1987)

The purpose of this study was to analyze the effectiveness of IPG III MRO
processing by measuring days and lines for four time periods: depot workload
bank, days in depot processing, days in transportation hold, and days in
transit. The analysis found that a very small percentage of lines remain in
all four areas for thc authorized standard time. It wps recommended that (!)
all DLA depots adhere to the standards as much as possible, (2) that the
depots maximize consolidation of MROs in the bank, (3) that the depots
identify items which have no potential to achieve consolidation cost
effectiveness and pull these out of the bank early for shipment, and (4) that
the depots allow large items to reach maximum maturity in the bank for maximum
consolidation. (DLA-LO Project 6037)
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7-26. Analysis of the Cost of Late Contractor Delivery (September 198/)

This study examined the costs of late vendor delivery for items managed at the
Defense General Supply Center (DGSC). The study addresses the direct costs of
Late delivery which includes the labor and material expended in the attempt to
resolve the situation, and the indirect costs which include the maintenance of
increased safety levels ot material because of increased lead times. Tile cost
of a typical. late delivery to DLiSC has been quantiied by rhis analysis to be
approxitate ly $II in laou," and maLcrials used to expedite delivery, anld J14
in increased safety Levels and maintenance costs. These costs of late delivery
represent approximately six percent of the typical replenishment contract
cost. The report suggests two possible applications of these cost factors -
filre clii I ig, t I' b id ,v;il t i oil p .rocesi t U and lhe other to assess I 1( I da Led
damages. (DLA-LO Project No. 7003)

87-25. Asset Search Pattern for DRMS MILSTRIP Requisitioning System
(July 1987)

The objective of this project was to determine tie transportation cost savings
that could be achieved by changing the search algorithm presently used in the
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service (DRS) mechanized MILSTRIP
requisitioning system. The current system chooses the best assets to fill a
requisition, whereas the proposed system selects the closest acceptable
assets. Transportation costs were calculated for each routine by using actual
requisitions from the first four months of the system's use. A transportation
cost savings of appproximately two percent would have been achieved for the
requisitions used in the analysis with tie proposed search algorithm. The
quality of the assets being shipped would decrease only slightly with thL
proposed routine. 'Tite study recommends that this new routine be implemented
if the expected cost savings is great enough to offset the cost of recoding
the computer program. (DLA-LO Project No. 700b)

87-24. Provisioning Policy Study (July 1987)

This project examined a number of alternative policies for buying and
supporting provisioning items. Actual (historical) data was used in
conjunction with a model of the inventory and provisioning systems. A
statistical comparison of outcome measures, such as the total dollar of
commitments and the number of backorders generated, was used to assess the
alternative provisioning policies. The results of the study identified several
policies which significantly reduced the dollar value of inventory, and others
which significantly reduced the number of backorders. in general, the
provisioning policies evaluated demonstrated an inverse relationship between
commitments and assets on the one hand and backorders on the other hand. Two
particular policies were identified which slightly increased the dollar value
oL commitments and assets, but significantly reduced tile nuwber and dollar
value of backorders. (DLA-LO Project No. 501/)
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b7-23. Cost of Quality - Source Inspections (July 1987)

The purpose of this study was to estimate the additional cost to the government
resullnl, Irom the use ol mandatory source inispeCtions in lieu of destination
inspections for contractors who have a history ot submitting quality deficient
material. This report provides this estimate and documents the analytical
process used. For the contracts of interest to this study, it is estimated
that an average, 5.7 hours of source inspection time and 1.1 hours of contract
administration time would be required. If the contract has been inspected at
the source, approximately .2 hours of depot inspection are avoided. The
average net cost to the government is approximately $150 der contract. Factors
which can influence the average cost in order of decreasing importance are
commodity (FSC), dollar value of the contract, and DCAS Region. (OLA-LU
Project No. 7021)

87-22. Binnable Stockage Locations (June 1987)

This study involved the development of a model to evaluate alternative
stockage policies for binnable items. The purpose was to determine it -
transporation cost savings could be realized by stocking binnable items at
fewer DLA depots. The analysis looked at six single depot stockage
alternatives and fifteen dual depot alternatives. These stockage location
alternatives were compared to the actual system based on the respective costs
associated with receiving and shipping these items as well as the incurred
transportation costs. The major factor in the total cost model was found to be
the depot operating cost. The effects of consolidating the receipts and
shipments at one or two depots appear to provide substantial cost savings over
the current system, ranging from $9.7 million to $13 million per year. (DLA-LO
Project No. 6033)

87-21. Impact of Competition on Contract Delinquencies (June 1987)

The purpose of this study was to analyze the impact of recent Legislative
policy changes in the procurement process on DLA's contract delinquencies.
This report documents and summarizes the efforts and conclusions revched in the
resultant study. The overall results of the delinquency statistics indicate
that competition does not appear to be driver of delinquency. Competitive
large purchases generally had a higher delinquency rate anc a longer
delinquency duration than sole source large purchases. However, Items which
wore broken out I rom sole source to competit ion had mixv(d resUlts I or
delinquency rates and shorter delinquency duration alter a breakout. This
mixed pattern ol behavior can be partially explained by the fact that
competitive contra.;ts had more restrictive delivery schedules than sole source
contracts. Findings also showed a downward trend in the average delinquency
duration for both large and small purchases since 1984. (DLA-LO Project No.
b030)

87-20. DLA Enhanced DiaLribution ,System Follow-up Analysis (May 1987)

The objective ol this study was to locate the best sites for potential
consolidation points under the Enhanced DLA Distribution System concept and to
determine the best number of points to ensure adequate coverage at the highest
possible dollar savings. A site selection algorithm was developed using a
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her'istic approach Knowo to produce near opLimal soJULions. Use o Lthe
heuristic method enabled us to use a finite-set approach which selected Lte
best sites [rom a set of pre-selected possibilities. Site selection was baseu
on minimizing the transporation distance, weighted by demand quantities, from

the vendor origins to the potential sites. Three scenarios were tested: (i)
tile best site scenario based on Lhe unrestricted conhiguratlon of the site

seleccion model; (2) a modified site scenatlo constructed manually 1y using
the results of the best site scenario and chec~ing the sensitivity of moving
Lite Philadelpnia, PA, site to becanicsburg, P, and the Birmingham, AL, site
to Memphis, TN, and (3) a depot site scenario locking the six lILA depot sites

into the solution. Results Indicated that tne best solution was scenario
(i) with an annual savings of $14.C million. Scenario (3) generated tie
Lowest return at $13.d millien.

81-19. DLA Warehousing and Stortge Automated Syst.m kDWASP) Economic
Analysis (May 1987)

ThLis report. documelts anl e-:OilOwic analysis ut WA.SP. Th',. obJj(,Li v was to
quaitiiy and compare Life cycle DwASe costs and benefits. 'rle anaLysis time
horizon was II years (FY 1986-96). Since the d(cision has already been made to
implement certain DWASP increments, this analysis focused on DWASP [icrements
LI through V. The analysis proviaes total (undiscouyited) lite cycle costs for
the remainder of DWASP, total. (undiscounted) life cycle benefits, and total
present value (discounted) lite cycle costs and benefits. In addition, a
savings to investment ratio and a discounted payback period are determined.
Tle economic justLiication for DWASP is insensitive to major cost escalations
and benefit reductions. (DiLA-LU Project 6028)

87-18. Variable Safety Level Analysis for C and T (Ray 198/)

This analysis examined four alternative methods to compute safety levels for
the Clothing and Textile (C&T) commodity. The study analyzed the effect on
costs and system performance of changing from a fixea to a variable saiety
level computation for all C&T items. Based on the analysis, immediate use of a
variable safety Level ior all C&T items was recommended in that it would
significantly reduce safety level dollar while maintaining virtually no
deterioration in supply availability. (ILA-LO Project No. 7Ull)

87-17. Economic Analysis Support for Automated Lnformation System Control
Boara (AISCB) WorKing Group, Part it, Procedural Guidelines tor

Periorming AIS EAs (May 1987)

These procedural guidelines were developed to provide a standard approach to

performiug economic analyses for Autormated Information Systems (AISs). The
purpose was to assist the AISCB in the Integrated Priority List decision
process. The procedural guidelines provide guidance in the performance ol an

economic analysis for a proposed modification to an existing AIS, or for tne
development of a new AlS. Also, the guilance contains procedures for both
preliminary type economic analyses and more detailed analyses. It detlines
elements of project flfe criteria, cost requirements, discounting costs, lite-

cycLe costing, senSiLiVity analysis, and identitying benefits. (iLA-Lu Project

No. b024)
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87-16. Analysis ot LLAs GFM/CFM Policy for the Clothing and Textile

Commodity (May 1987)

This analysis contributed to an overall review of DLA's Government Furnished
Material (GF)/Contractor Furnished Material (CFM) policy for the Clothing and
Textile commodity by evaluating the impacts on prices and leadtimes from the
use ol. GFM. Several thousand buys where the same approximately 700 items were
procured both with and without GFM were examined if) this anitLysis. 'lle
expectation that the use of GYM would always result in a Lower overall Cost Lo
the Government was disapproved by this analysis is in more Lhail halt the buys,
the cost was actually greater using GFM than CFM. GEM buys tended to have
longer administrative leadtimes, but had much shorter production leadtlimcs
resulting in shorter overall teadLimes as would be expected. T|he overall
conclusion was that from the standpoint ot prices and leadtimes, the use o GN
should be determined on a contract-by-contract basis.

87-15. Secure Telephone Requirements Analysis (April 1987)

This study consisted of the collection, compilation, and analysis of STU-1ll
telephone requirements. The use ot STU-111 telephones had been previously
proposed in order to protect against the interception of sensitive but
unclassified information t rough nonsecure teleplhone conversat ions. The
survey provided information on the volume of telephone calls currently made on
unsecure telephones involving identified sensitive or vulnerable topics. STU-
Ill requirements were estimated based on degrees of coverage and numbers ol
calls by directorate, by subject area. A range of options were provided
based on the number of sensitive calls per phone per day and the percent ol
sensitive calls covered. (DLA-LO Project No. 7UZ5)

7-14. DISMS Workload Capacity Study (April 1987)

The ijLA integraLed Subsistence Management System (DIbMS) provides on-line
computer support to Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC) subsistence
management activities. Phase IV, now in design, will provide on-line support
to contractor bid evaluation. The purpose of this study was to assess the
transaction worKload associated with this increment in order to determine
appropriate computer sizing. Specifically, the study identified tne types and
frequencies of online transactions expected with implementation of DISIS
Increment IV. Transaction data developed during this study provide a
rvasonable estimate ot the workloau resulting from Increment IV. This dat a
indicates tlaL the workload may exceed that presentLy posed by Increments I-
ILl, combined. The Detense Systems Automation Center (DSAC) will Use Lhis
data to determine the appropriate computer size to address tie workload. (DlLA-
LO Project No. 6039)

87-13. Motor Carrier Cost Per Mile Analysis (April 1987)

This report documents an analysis of the cost per mile [or motor carriers.
The analysis examin:d the cost per hundred weight per mile tor shipments
originating at DLA depots and destined to points in Lhe Continentat
United States. Data were obtained from the Freight Intormation System
file for FY 85. Comparisons were made of the mean cost per hundred weight per
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mile with mileage groups and weight brackets taken into consideration across
all OLA depots. These comparisons determined the relative ranking of each
depot, the effects of minimum charges associated with the Guaranteed Traf[ic
Program, and the relative effectiveness of various Guaranteed Traffic Programs
[or the depots. (DLA-LO Project No. 7024)

67-12. Enchanced DILA Distribution System (EDDS) Analysis (April 1987)

The objective ol this analysis was to determine the cost savings generated by
the use of each LtLernative city under consideration for the EIDS and to
duetermine the optimal combination ol locations. The I)LA hDDS concept Involves
the collection ol small vendor shipments destined Lo DLA depots at a designated
point within CONUS for consolidation and shipment, in truckload lots, to the
consigne, depots. The study looked at the EDDS concept using a computer model
whiCh emulated the flow ol vendor traffic from vendor locaLions to receivi g
depots. AninutiI savings ol approximately $14 million were identiiled under Lhe
EDLoS concept. hevecal recommendations were made tor additional study. (ULA-,O
Project No. 7002)

81-11. IMC Equipment Design (April 1987)

The objective of this project was to develop a simulation model of the
materials handling enhancements to the Integrated Material Complex
(iMLC) design developed for Defense Depot Mechanicsburg, PA. In the receiving
area, in-check, inspection, 3P&M, and stow module load processes are modeled.
Ln the packing/consolidation area, packing induction, shipping unit
consolidation, packing, shipping and shipping sortation processes are modeled.
All associated hardware such as rotary racks, robots, conveyor belts, etc. are
modeled as well. Simulation results indicate that the IMC design tor receiving
and packing is feasible from a system hardware standpoint but may require some
line tuning in the area of system operating procedures. Potential problems and
bottlenecks stem more from inefficient material flow than inadequate work
station or hardware capacity. Specific recommendations include an alternative
strategy for matching material release orders, addition of capacity in the
receiving in-check area, addition of capacity or reevaluation of time standards
in the receiving inspection areas, and methods to keep receiving induction
supplied with empty totes. (DLA-LO Project No. 6018)

87-10. Position Management Application Programs (PHAP) User's
Instructions (February 1987)

This user's manual describes and provides instructions for using the PMAP
microcomputer program. PMAF uses Automated Pay, Cost, and Personnel System
(APCAPS) data and provides management information on the structure and manning
ot DLA offices at all levels of interest. The system also allows tor analysis
of proposed changes to the structure in order to provide decision support to
the manager. (DLA-LO Project No. 6014)

8/-09. NMCSs Cost Analysis (December 1986)

The primary objective of this study was to determine the cost ditterence
between using United Parcel Service (UPS) international air service and the
United States Postal Service (USPS) for Non Mission Capable Supply (NMCS)
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shipments between 1-70 pounds. This objective was generated due to frequent
customer complaints regarding the timeliness and lack of traceability of
ovrseas postal (air mail) NMCS shipments sent by UJPS. Secondary object: ives
wee'' io (elerininie tie total iinwnber of NM(S siilpmeti Ls t roml aIi DLA depots and
Lhe lenumber ol NMCS sitlpi.t s shipped lthrough New Citnbe liand At my iepo , PA, and
Sharp Army Depot, CA. The study approach consisted of selecting a))ropriate
shipping records from the Mechanization of Warehousing and Shipment Processing
Material Release Order History file for a one year period, I Jul 85 through 30
Jun 86, and then determining the cost of these shipments under both methods.
Tile use of UPS international air services which provides two to three day
service to most European cities and traceability would cost approximately
$400,000 per year, while the current USPS cost is approximately $265,000. The
UPS approach would cost an additional $135,000.

87-08. Direct Commissary Support System (DICOMSS) Design Simulation
(December 1986)

The objective ot this project was to develop a computer simulation model that
would be used to validate the automated system design being proposed for the
Defense Depot Mechanicsburg Pennsylvania (DDMP) DLCOMSS warehousing operation.
The approach consisted of obtaining the proposed design, writing the sim-,lation
model in SLAM, and using workload data to validate the model. A simulation
analysis was then performed on the proposed design. A pick-to-belt system
coupled with a bar code sortation system were the main enhancements to the
picking and palletizing area. An automated guided vehicle (AGV) system is to
be employed to carry pallets from receiving to storage. Several significant
recommendations were made concerning the design. The AGV system was not found
to be cost effective. A second sortation belt is needed to alleviate
congestion and to provide redundancy. In addition, numbers of specific
resources (e.g., number of forklifts, turret trucks) to procure were also
provided. (DLA-LO Project No. 6004)

87-07. Automated Bid Evaluation Program User's Guide (PC Version)
(November 1986)

The DLA Supply Center Contracting DirectoraLes are responsibile for selecting
the lowest cost combination of bids on competitive solicitations. These bid
evaluations can sometimes be very complex due to multiple line items and
additiLonal eonsira lls Imposed oil otters such as Inininium acceptlabit, quiiitics,
all or iiotl (onlit luiis, aI(TpLnc VlC ol o ile ilimS depelltiL tipon award ol oilierl
line Items, etc. The AiiLomdntid Bid EvaluaLioi Program (ABElP) was developed
to assist DLA contract specialists in handling these complex bids and
determine, more quickly and accurately, the lowest cost combination of bidder
responses to solicitations. The program is useable on a personal computer.
(DLA-LO Project No. 5021)

87-06. The impact of Contracting Initiatives On Leadtimes (November 1986)

This study investigated the effect of recent contracting initiatives ol
administrative and production leadtimes tor items procured by the four DLA hard-
ware Centers. After collecting and analyzing empirical data ol jdm~nistrativc/
production leadtimes, results indicate that while administrative leadt[ites
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continue to increase (in part because of competition initiatives), the
leadLimes for competitively awarded large purchases were generally less than
ihe leadtimes Ior Sim ililarp sol e sotirce conLfrayiLs. ILms wlhich were broken ouL
Irom sole source to compeLition experienced reduced Lead-Limes (approximately
30 days reduction in both administrative and production leadtimes) subsequent
to the break out. (DLA-LO Project No. 5022)

0/-05. [mpacl ot Cycle Changes on DICUMSS (October 1986)

The object of this project was to evaluate the impact on workload at Defense
Depot Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, resulting from the new /5 day order and ship
time (OST) for the support of commissaries in Europe. A previous study
(Analysis of Direct Commissary Support System (DlCOMSS) Receipt and issue
Workload, see F-86-20) provided receiving and shipping worklckd data and
analysis under previous 55-day OST using data from 10 Sep 85 - 25 Feb 86.
These data were compared to data from 10 May 86 - 25 Sep 86 which reflected the
new 75-day UST. It was concluded that the impact ot the OST cycle change may
slightly reduce DICONSS operational requirements due to the slight decrease in
MRO workload, smoothing of workload, and slight decrease in storage
requirements.

81-04. A Review and Analysis oa the DoD Materiel Returns Program (October
1986)

This report documents a study of the DoD Material Returns Program. The study
discusses the current DoD materiel returns policies as contained in DoD
Directive 4100.37, Retention and Transfer of Materiel Assets, as well as how
the Military Services and DLA have implemented these policies. The major
objectives of the study were to: (1) review and document current policies and
procedures, (2) identify relevant economic and non-economic decision variables,
(3) design a decision algorithm to assist the item manager in making the
materiel returns decision, and (4) evaluate the potential costs and benefits
which could be achieved by iuiplementation. Actual returns transaction data
from the Military Services and DLA for FY 1986 were used in the analysis.
Cost estima-:es of the tasks and activities related to processing the return
are also Qoveloped. The major finding from the analysis indicates that a
significant increase in tie volume of returns would be experienced by fuLl
implementation of the proposed criteria. The primary reason for this increase
can be attributed to using an unconstrained policy tor return of weapon systew
related items. A new decision algorithm for evaluating returns is proposea.
The design attempts to minimize the risk ol rejecting items that have a high
possibility of reutilization while identifying to the item manager the reason
for accepting the return. (DLA-LO I'roject No. 4028)

87-03. DLA Economic Retention/Returns Limits Study (September 1986)

The Defense Logistics Agency is required by DoDD 4100.37, Retention and
Transfer of Materiel Assets, to develop economic retention limits that specify
Like amount ol -tock to be retained for economic reasons to meet future
peacetime demand. This analysis used a breakeven equation to determine the
maximum amount of stock that should be retained ior economic reason1s. The
equiation balances the two alternatives available: (1) to incur the cost to hold
LIhe stock uatil it is ised or (2) to dispose ol the stock id take tiL, chance
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that it may have to be reprocured to meet a future demand. In the same manner,
the economic returns limit was also investigated. The same breakeven
equationwas used, except that the expected cost to hold was increased by the
cost to return the item to the wholesale depot. The results of the study
support setting various economic retention/returns levels based upon the unit
cost of an item and the expected remaining life of the item. The study
recommends: (1) lower retention limits for those items with higher unit
prices, and (2) extended limits for those items with lower unit prices. For
less expensive items the returns limit is lower than the retention limit due to
the inclusion of the cost of returning an item in the holding cost
calculation. (DLA-LO Project No. 4029)

87-02. Economic Analysis Support For Automated Information System Control
Board (AISCB) Working Group, Part 1, Cataloging-Tools-On-Line
(CTOL) Automated Information System Economic Analysis (August 1986)

Current DLA cataloging operations use a manual information system to prepare
new item requests and maintain existing cataloging transactions. This economic
analysis assessed the economic feasibility of replacing the current manual
operations with a CTOL Automated Information System (AIS). Comparison analyses
of costs and benefits were made between the current method of operation and
the CTOL AIS proposal. Sensitivity analyses were performed on significant
costs of the AIS proposal in order to address uncertainty in future cost
estimates and to determine what effect any variation in these costs will have
on the payback period. (DLA-LO Project No. 6024)

87-01. Depot Transportation "Efficiency Index" Performance Indicator
(February 1986)

The objective of this project was to evaluate various transportation factors
for inclusion in a composite index which will be meaningful to management in
determining a depot's transportation efficiency. The efficiency index is
composed of several factors. These factors include: ratio of bin shipping
units sent by freight versus bin shipping units sent by mail; average number of
shipping units for Government Bill of Lading (GBL); average GBL weight; ratio
of shipping units sent by mail versus the number of GBLs. These factors are
the terms of a linear combination. They were normalized and weighted and
their sum represents the efficiency index. This report describes the process
used to build an "efficiency index" to measure depot consolidation of Issue
Priority Group III materiel release orders. Specifically, it details the
selection of the factors used to construct the index, examines the behavior
of each factor, describes the process used to develop a weighting scheme, and
gives detailed instructions for computation of the actual index. (DLA-LO
Rroject No. 6010)

86-27. Analysis ot Annual Buys (August 1986)

This study evaluated the effects of implementing a minimum annual buy policy at
DLA hardware supply centers. A computer model was developed to analyze changes
in onhand inventory, contracting workload, storage requirements, safety levels,
and funds utilization due to increased procurement cycles. Additionally,
savings from increased order quantity price breaks are projected. The study
shows that the main benefit of an annual buy policy is savings from price
breaks rather than savings in contracting workload as previously expected. The
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major costs of the policy appear to be not only increased inventory but also
significantly increased storage requirements. The data also demonstrate that
not all candidate items show a payback when procurement cycles are changed.
(DLA-LO Project No. 5012)

86-26. Surtace versus Premium Parcel Post Shipment Cost (July 1986)

The purpose of this study was to determine the transporation cost savings which
could be realized by diverting Issue Priority Group (IPG) II shipments moving
by premium air parcel to surface parcel post. Cost comparisons of actual costs
using premium parcel shipments against estimated costs of the same shipments
using surface parcel models were broken down by shipment origin (DLA depot),
shipment destination (export versus domestic), and by parcel post zones. The
results showed that the benefits of employing surface parcel post for IPG II
shipments would be approximately 3.6 million dollars for all depots over a 1-
year period. Savings were related to premium air parcel model, shipment
weight, and shipment parcel post zone. In general, greater savings are
available in express mail and first class mail shipments, in higher weight
classes, and in higher part-el post zones. (DLA-LO Project No 6011)

86-25. Measuring and Controlling Price Trends in DLA Spare Parts and DPSC
Commodities (June 1986)

This study was undertaken to develop improved methods to measure aggregate
price trends in DLA Supply Center (DSCs) contracts. The major objectives of
the study were (1) to develop a prototype cost-tracking computer program to

measure and explain price trends, (2) to quantify the effect on prices from
changes in buy terms (award quantities, degree of competition, acquisition
method, and FOB terms), and (3) to develop the means of identifying contractors
with unexplained price increases and decreases. The study recommends the
incorporation of quantity discount factors into the standard economic order
quantity model. The study also recommends the exportation of the prototype
cost-tracking computer program to the DSCs for the purpose of measuring price
trends on a recurring basis. A by-product of the study was the development of
a personal computer program for use by buyers and price analysts to validate
unit prices of individual awards. (DLA-LO Project Nos. 5005 and 5023)

86-24. Transportation Rate Tables User's Manual (June 1986)

This manual presents three cost estimating methodologies that can be used for
estimating both first and second destination transporation costs. The three
methods of estimating transporation costs provide different levels of
accuracy. The three methods are: (1) state-based rates, (2) cluster-based
rates, (3) mileage-based rates. The actual application of rates is left to the
user. The rate structures lend themselves to FORTRAN and COBOL applications
and could be modified for use in SPSS and SAS applications.

86-23. Economic Analysis Railway Operations at the Defense Construction
Supply Center (DCSC) (June 1986)

The objective of this analysis was to determine if there are alternative means
of accomplishing depot railway operations at DCSC at a lower cost. The study
found that contract operations of intraplant rail service is not a viable
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alternative. The railways contacted have little interest in providing this
service. Although it might be profitable for a commercial concern to provide
railway service in combination with other depot functions, such service is not
large enough in scope to interest commercial activities. Since there is no
legitimate alternative, the study recommends that the present system of in-
house rail operations be retained.

36-22 Stock Fund Augmentation Study (May 1986)

This report presents an analysis of stocked new provisioning items. The
objective of the study was to provide historical statistics on items for which
DLA assumed management in FY 1978 through FY 1982. The statistical analysis
includes the evaluation of historical demand and support control statistics and
a comparison of demand dollars to historical provisioning obligation dollars.
Findings indicated that between 8 percent and 19 percent of new items had a
demand in their first year, while 17 percent of the new items did not have a
single demand during the period observed (1978 to present). Demand increased
over time, and the demand dollar figure reached the provisioning dollar figure
on an average of 2-1/2 years after establishment of the new item. Findings
also indicated that procurement cycle time increased significantly over the
life ot the new items. (DLA-LO Project No. 4025)

86-21. Economic Analysis of Automating the Meaningful Measures of Merit (M3)
System (April 1986)

The economic analysis of automating the M3 system addresses the costs and
benefits of M3 providing an alternative to the existing management information
system, as used by the Defense Contract Administration Services kegions. The
alternatives examined include: maintaining the status quo of presenting
management information via the Management Information Report (MIR); automating
the M3 and continuing the MIR; automating the M3 and deleting the MLR;
implementing the M3 as a nonautomated system; and enhancing the status quo.
(DLA-LO Project No. b006)

86--20. Analysis ot Direct Commissary Support System (DICOMSS) Receipt and
Issue Workload (April 1986)

The purpose of this study was to assist the Defense Logistics Agency
Mechanization Support Office in the design of modernized DICOMSS warehousing
faciLities at the Defense Depot Mechanicsburg Pennsylvania by providing them
with receiving and shipping workload data and analysis. The approach used was
to track receiving and shipping workload patterns for 12 14-day cycles.
The results showed that item receipt patterns were stable. The majority of
items were received and shipped in less than the minimum size lots. Storage
location requirements were reasonably processed primarily by the case rather
than the current procedure of building pallets from case lots.

86-19. Other Regulated Materiel - Consumer Commodity (ORM-D) Shipment
Analysis (April 1986)

Air Force Regulation 71-4 is not consistent with the Code ot RcguLatLions, lille
49 with regard to having a proper shipping name of "Consumer Commodities" for
ORM-D shipments. Accordingly, ORM-D shipped by military air are more costly
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ior i)LA because ol Air Force packaging an(i labelLing requirements that are more
stringenL Lhan icr commercial air. The purpose ol this analysis Was to cxamine
the inconsistency ol tile shipping nomenclature applied to ORM-D items and
determine what impact these inconsistencies have on transportation charges for
DILA shippers. The resuLts of the study showed only minimal impact due to the
very small quantity of OLA materiel shipped by military air.

30-18. Provisioning Analysis (March 1986)

This analysis quantitatively evaluated on an item-by-item basis the degree to
which the Military Services are overforecasting/underforecasting their
requirements for DLA-managed provisioned items. lt involved an analysis of
Supply Support Request (SSR) provisioning forecasts. The study approach was to
create a provisioning/demand file, comparing actual demand to the forecasted
SSR requirements; measure the extent of overforecasting or underforecasting;
and determine how much of the demand received was trom the Service that
submitted the inital SSR. The major conclusion of tile study was tlat
quantities forecast on the SSR significantly overestimate the true Servic:e
Requirement. rhe results showed that during the first year, more that 90
percent of the items for which SSRs were submitted did not receive a demand.
When demand for the second year was considered, the percentage of items without
demand decreased to 69 percent.

86-I. Preliminary First Destination Guaranteed Traffic Cost Analysis
(March 1986)

This report documents an analysis of transportation costs for vendor source
shipments. The analysis examined the charges to move supplies throughout the
Continental United States using surface freight modes of transportation.
Comparisons were made of the actual first destination transporation costs and
the transportation costs that might be realized using carrier rates associated
with the Guaranteed Traffic Program (GTP). These comparisons determined the
primary savings achieved by DLA using this program, the average savings based
upon alternate carrier rates, and the savings using this program for various
shipment weight categories. This study identifies the potential primary dollar
savings made possible by the GTP. The analysis also determined regional cost
trends and possible rate modifications for future carrier solicitations for the
GTP. (DLA-LO Project No. 5018)

8b-16. Contractor Shipment Distribution Patterns (February 1986)

This study used historical information to identify traffic shipping patterns
from supply vendors to first destination depots or customers. The purpose was
to identify those geographical areas where carrier performance improvements and
cost reductions can be achieved by negotiating for transportation services
under guaranteed traffic agreements. The results showed consistent shipping
pAtterns among live of the eight transportation movement categories studied:
Truckload/Trailer-On-Flat Car, Flat Bed Trailers, Drop-Frame Trailers, Box
Cars, and Less-Than-Truckload categories. These five movement categories
showed substantially high shipment frequencies and comparably large shipment
tonnages over a period of I year. As a result of the study, it was recommended
thaL transporLation ,ervice,; and costs be negotiated for those Live inovement

c,itegories. Because ol the limited number of shipping pIatt(:rns [or Heavy Duty
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Flat Cars and Flat Cars, transportation services should be designated for those
areas where traffic is most recurring. Traffic using Tank Trucks/Tank Cars are
infrequent and shipping tonnages are low, and thus it does not appear to be
advantageous to consider guaranteed traffic for bulk liquid shipments in any

conveyances. (DLA-LO Project No. 4011)

86-15. A Study of Demand Forecasting in the Defense Logistics Agency
(February 1986)

The goal of this study was to identify alternative methods which would increase
the accuracy of DLA's demand forecasts. The study compared 18 different
forecasting methods to determine if improvements over the current DLA
forecasting method could be obtained. The methods were compared using both

forecast error and impacts on inventory system variables as criteria for

judging improvement. The results showed that a weighted average of the

forecastS of single exponential smoothing and the four-quarter moving average
produced the best results. The preferred method produced a 3.9 percent

decrease in the average forecast error over the current system. Positive

impacts on safety level dollars and other inventory variables would also be

real ized.

86-14. Audit of DLA Automated Data Processing/Telecommunications Contracting

Office Cost Evaluation Model for ADP Systems (February 1986)

The purpose ot this project was to evaluate and analyze the Cost Evaluation

Model for ADP Systems used by the DLA Automated Data

Processing/Telecommunications "Contracting Office. The model was found to be
valid and accurate, with no structural program flaws. The formula used to

compute present value precisely reflected to 10 percent discount values
mandated by DoD. Experimental runs of test data proved the computational logic

to be accurate. A tendency of the model, however, to accept erroneous data

could significantly distort evaluations and make results meaningless. There
was also found to be a lack of both internal and external documentation which
underscores a potential problem facing successive administrators tasked with
(ainltailling the model. (DLA-LO Project No. 5025)

86-13. Management by Objectives (MBO) Accounting Program User's Manual

(January 1986)

This user's guide describes the MBO Accounting System Program used for

automated storage of all DLA MBOs. The MBO Accounting System Program is

interactive in that it allows the user to input, update, and retrieve

information about M13Os through user responses to a series of menus. The

program is custom built in the dBASE III programming language to require a

minimum of user familiarity with programming or data base concepts. The user
of this program needs only a casual understanding of microcomputers to begin

using it. A step-by-step description of the use of the program is contained in
the user's manual. Technical information about the data structures and a

program listing is also provided. (DLA-LO Project No. 5015)
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8b-12. Estimate ot the Impact ot TRAM4S on Personnel Requirements
(January 1986)

The purpose of this study was to arrive at a "best estimate" of the number of
personnel required to perform the DCAS transportation management functions once
Le Transportation Management Systems (TRAMS) is implemented in the DCASRs.
The study examined the impact of both centralization and automation due to
TRAMS on personnel resources. To project the centraLization impact, the study
used organizational theory and span-of-control theory. To assess the
automation impact, the study looked at the tasks and associated time covered by
Special Purpose Data (SPO) and the time and associated tasks that are
unmeasured on an individual basis. (DLA-LO Project No. 6007)

0- -II I)CASR IaLa Input Workloald Capacity Study (January 1980 )

A recetL enhaticement ol the Mechanization of Contract Administration Services
(MOCAS) system is the development of an online capability for data input, which
is replacing a batch method of data input. The purpose of this study was to
develop standards or threshold values for system response times for the online
input of contractual documents. Such standards would be the maximum allowable
response times which would permit the backlog of documents awaiting input to be
kept within an acceptable range. A related aim of the study was to measure the
data input productivity improvement associated with the new online system. It
was recommended that screen-to-screen response time should not exceed b
seconds, and summary edit response times should not exceed 68 seconds. Within
these times, the bacKlog of documents awaiting data input will be within
acceptable limits. The results also showed that the number of documents per
day that an input clerk can process on-line will increase by roughly 15 percent
over the batch input method. (DLA-LO Project No. 4024)

80-10. Uniform SAMMS Inventory Management Simulation (USIMS) User's Guide
(January 198b)

Inventory management within DLA is accomplished with the aid of the DLA
Standard Automated Materiel Management System (SAMMS). USIMS is an operations
research tool which permits evaluation of alternative inventory policies or
environmental impacts on the performance of the DLA Supply Centers. USIMS uses
a small sample ot items in conjuction with a Monte Car, simulation of various
key SAMMS events to produce a wide range of inventory statistics on a proposed

set of inventory policies. This USIMS User's Guide provides a complete
description of the model and information on how to execute it. (DLA-LO Project
No. 5002)

86-09. Physical Inventory Record Accuracy Indicator (January 198b)

)LA currently uses four primary measures to evaluate the physical inventory
record accuracy of DLA Supply Centers (DSCs), Defense depots, and Military
Service depots storing DLA materiel, but these indicators may conflict. This
report describes the results of a study designed to develop a new, single
measure of physical inventory record accuracy that can be used to evaluate the
relative performance of DSCs and depots. The study examined the measur';
currently used to indicate physical inventory record accuracy and documents the
results of a series of interviews with subject matter experts to determlne the
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components to be included in the new indicator. An automated decision support
system was used to help selected experts assign numerical weights to each
component to reflect its relative importance. The results include three new
physical inventory record accuracy indicators, one each for DSCs, DLA depots,
and non-DLA depots. Each of these indicators will permit an unambiguous
ranking of the performance of its respective activities, showing where
management attention is most needed. (DLA-LO Project No. 5011)

86-08. Effect of Changing Depot On-Time Standards (December 1985)

This study evaluated the potential consequences of changing the DLA "on-time"
standard for depot handling and Continental United Status (CONUS) delivery of
supplies for routine requisitions (Issue Priority Group Three) from military
customers. For the purpose of improving the cost effectiveness of DLA depots,
it was proposed to extend the standard from the current 15 days. The analysis

consisted of estimating several measures of comparison for the baseline (15-
day) and alternative (12-, 18-, 21-, and 24-day) time standards. The primary
measures were transportation charges, numbers of shipments according to type,
numbers of shipping units, and on-time performance. The findings showed that
changing the time standard to 21 days would save approximately 5 million
dollars annually in transportation charges alone, without signif icantly
impairing the mission of responding to military customers. (DLA-LO Project No.
5001)

86-07. Cost Benefit Analysis ot Publishing DLAM 4140.2 on Microfiche
(October 1985)

This analysis was conductd to determine the cost effectiveness of converting
OLAM 4140.2, Supply Operations Manual, from paper to microfiche and
distributing it thereafter in microfiche form. A questionnaire was sent to the
actual users of the manual to aid in the evaluation of the proposal. Three
alternatives of status quo and microfiche combinations for meeting the
requirements of the proposal were identified and treated in the analysis.
Extensive etfort was made to obtain cost estimates reflecting current costs.

Present value analysis was used to evaluate the comparative cost of investment
alternatives. The results showed that coversion to microtiche from magnetic
tape is the least costly alternative. However, since the Distributed
Minicomputer System project currently underway is expected to provide direct
access to most major publications, the conversion of DLAM 4140.2 to microfiche
ais . fIler ill) process is not recommended.

66-06. Cost Benelit Study on the Use of Aluminum versus Wooden Skids in
Transporting Industrial Plant Equipment (October 198b)

This study was performed to find a cost effective alternative to the present
practice ot shipping DoD-owned industrial plant equipment on aluminum and
wooden skids. The analysis established that it may be more economical for the
GoveLumitL to 6witch to an ili-wood operation. Considerable savings could be
realized even under current operating practices by returning to storage for
reutilization those wooden skids presently discarded after one use. (DLA-LO
Project No. 4027)
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8b-05. Evaluation ol Demand Forecasting Techniques for LIe SubsisLeMCo
Commodity - Volumes I and It (October 1985)

This study involved the evaluation of quantitative techniques to improve

subsistence forecasting. The forecasting techniques analyzed Included

autoregressions; autoregressions with seasonal ternis; simple moving averages,
single, double, adaptive, and combined exponential smoothing; naive; and the

current DLA methods. Findings showed that about 20 percent more variability in
ieadtime demand and 14 percent more variability in procurement cycLe demand was

experienced during the 1980-1983 time period than could have been achieved by a

group of five methods identified in this study. The report recommends

different groups of techniques for differe:nt categories of subsistence Items.
A prototype subsistence demand forecasting system is described based on the

recommended group of models in this study. This study serves as the analytical

basis for the development of the Forecasting Module of the Defense integrated

Subsistence Management System. (DLA-LO Project No. 3039)

8b-04. The Conceptual Design of an Automated Mobilization Management

information System (September 1985)

This report defines a logical and potentially achievable set of models and

automation systems which will calculate the mission status and capacity of the

DLA materiel acquisition, storage, and distribution processes under moderate to

severe contingency and mobilization scenarios. The report also identifies the

specific actions and resources required to develop the set of models and
systems. (DLA-LO Project No. 4017)

86-03. Analysis of a Demand Recording Anomaly (September 1985)

This study analyzed a Standard Automated Materiel Management System (SAW!S)
inconsistency between the distribution and requirement subsystems. The purpose

of this analysis was to determine the urgency of implementing a SAMMS system

change request to correct a current deficiency which may lead to malpositioned
stock and increased transportation costs. The results showed that the

percentage of stock misrecorded is small and the amount that could be

malpositioned would not be located at a depot that is much further from the

customer than the optimal storage depot would be. (DLA-LO Project No. 5014)

8b-02. DLA Materiel Readiness Support (MARS) System Interface with Service

Readiness Models (September 1985)

This project investigated the potential for interfacing the DLA MARS System

with the "sparing-to-availability" models of the Military Services. Although

DLA is the DoD wholesale manager of millions of consumable items, it lacks a

means for determining how it impacts on the materiel readiness of the

Services. This shortfall could be filled by interfacing the MARS System with

the models of the Services. The report reviews the capabilities of the MARS
System and then considers three popular Service models. The study concludes

thaL an aggregate analytic model approach could be used to relate consumable
stock fund investment to weapon system availability by further development of

the MARS System. A detailed line item, multi-echelon model approach is ruled

out due to lack of application data and the commonality of parts. (ULA-LO

Project No. 3087)
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86-01. Review of SAMMS Requirements Computations (August 1985)

This review was peformed in order to ascertain the e[lfectiven-ss and efficiency
of each of the Standard Automated Materiel Management System (SAMMS)
requirements levels pertinent to inventory control in DLA. Each identitied
requirementS level is documented and analyzed to identify potential problems in
methndology and implementation. Topics covered include stockage criteria,
economic order quantity, leadtime demand quantity, safety level, program-
oriented items, life-of-type buys, government furnished materiel, nondemand
based levels, control levels, retention limits, credit levels, maximum release
quantity, and other war reserve materiel requirements. The findings and
conclusions address identified problem areas, potential solutions, and
recommended efforts for the development of new methodologies. (DLA-LO Project
No. ?040)

85-09. Cost Benefit Assessment and Tracking System (COBATS) User's Guide
(August 1985)

This guide provides the information and instructions necessary to operate the
automated Cost Benefit Assessment and Tracking System (COBATS). COBATS is a
decision support system (DSS) designed to aid personnel in monitoring and
tracking costs, benefits and savings for automated information systems, and in
performing economic anilyses quicker and more accurately. COBATS computes
life-cycle costs, compares and ranks alternatives, graphically displays the
results of economic analyses, and places the data in a number of possible
output options. In addition, COBAS is able to record required data from DLA
Form 558-B on Automated Information System (AIS) System Change Requests (SCRs),
conduct cost dominance rankings, sort SCRs by priority or payback period,
compare SCRs, and generate reports. (DLA-LO Project No. 4007)

85-08. Development of DCAS Cost to Order for DoDI 4140.39 (August 1985)

This report provides estimates of the Defense Contract Administration Services
(DCAS) variable cost to order on a per-item basis by procurement instrument.
The data base used to develop these cost estimates was obtained from ULA
management information systems, a sample of DCAS closed contracts, and a sample
of DCAS active contracts. This study also developed a proposed cost to order
model that determines the total variable cost to order for an Inventory Control
Point. After an in-depth investigation of the collected data, it was concluded
that (1) the DCAS variable cost to order elements depicted in DoDL 4140.39 ar,
no0 longer current cost elements; and (2) ilt dulil ca! ion oll v'erLaUli Ini ic )loi,
such as preaward surveys and contract adminisLratLion, by ditlerent organliza-
Lions has resulted in confusion and unnecessary inaccuracies in developing the
variable cost to order for an "average" item. (DLA-LO Project No. 40U1)

85-07. Long Supply Study (August 1985)

In 1984, the Revolving Fund Budget Division of ULA's Comptroller requested a
study of long supply inventories, specifically materiel returns without credit,
to examine how these assets contributed to inventory growth. An item is
defined as being in long supply status if its asset position exceeds its normal
requisitioning objective. A data analysis was conducted on long supply assets
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to determine the extent to which those assets remain in long supply, what
portion of these assets are processed to di;posal, and what portion is used as
operating stock in subsequent years. Dui to the nonavailability of data,
materiel returns without credit could not be identified in the analysis.
(I)IA-LO Project No. 3084)

85-06. Update of Workload Factors in the DLA Mobilization Plan (July 1985)

The objective of this ?tpu-ct is to derive updated Inventory Control Point
(LCP) and depot workload factors (such as lines and tons shipped, number and
dollar value of buys generated) to be used in estimating any resource
shortfalls for the DLA Mobilization Plan. This project used selected Time
Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD) to d.rive demand quantity and frequency
[actors that would apply to a full scale mobilization. The Uniform SAMMS
Inventory Management Simulation (USIMS) Model was used to simulate the
111i0 1 tlLat lol workload anod performalice at ICPS. Mobil)atIo 1 jlaninl, fac tors
lor the firsL th1rce monlths of a mobilization were developed for DILA depoLt,
hardware Centers, and the medical commodity. (DLA-LO Project No. 5007)

85-05. DLA Operations Research Analysis Network (DORAN) Economic Analysis
(July 1985)

The DORAN was established to implement a comprehensive automated operations
research data base and computational facility. The purpose of the economic
analysis was to determine the most cost effective means of providing future
processing and telecommunications requirements for the DOAN. Alternatives were
developed to meet projected DORAN process Lng and telecommunications require-
ments through an eight year system life cycle. Configurations based on the
alternatives were costed and analyzed across their projected life cycles.
Costs were based on historical rate and usage information, actual contract
prices for selected equipment, and maintenance and service contracts currently
in use by DLA. Standard economic analysis techniques were applied to determine
the discounted cumulative net present values for each alternative. This
report summarizes the analysis performed and findings produced and recommends a
course of action to be implemented by DLA. (lILA-LO Project No. 4015)

85-04. High Priority Small Package Analysis (June 1985)

This analysis was undertaken to determine cost impacts of diverting shipments
to alternate modes of transportation. Comparisons were made of expenditures
under the Guaranteed Air Traffic Program, the United Parcel Service (UPS),
and/or U.S. Postal Service. A suggestion to use the UPS second service was
made in lieu of the use of rates and services agreed upon and covered by the
negotiated Guaranteed Traffic Program. The results of this analysis concluded
a 14 percent cost savings could be achieved by use of the alternate mode. The
greatest potential for savings is attributed to diversion of Non-Mission
Capable Supply (NMCS) next day service to the slower service by the United
Parcel Service. (DLA-LO Project No. 5009)
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85-03. Comparison of Forecasted Provisioning Requirements versus Experienced
Demand (April 1985)

This study compared the actual demands for new provisioning items to forecasted
requirements on supply support requests (SSRs) which are being submitted by the
Military Services. The objectives of this study were to determine (1) the
validity of initial SSR submissions and (2) the impact of using requirements
from follow-on SSRs. It was found that the total requirements estimate using
initial SSR quantities, in terms of acquisition value, to be 349 percent
greater than the actual demand. The inclusion of follow-on or reprovisioning
SSRs increased that percentage to 409 percent. (DLA-LO Project No. 3033)

85-02. Analysis of the Program Oriented Item System for Forecasting Clothing
Items (January 1985)

This study examined the extent and cause of forecast error in the Program
Oriented Item (POI) system. The report compares the forecasted demand for P01
items to actual demand for those items and summarizes the degree of forecast
error. Other areas which might contribute to forecast inaccuracy, including
the effect of item seasonality on demand and the accuracy of the Services'
troop strength projections, were examined. The report presents the results of
data analyses and provides conclusions and recommendations in each of the above
areas. (DLA-LO Project No. 3036)

85-01. Improving the Forecasting of DLA Production Leadtimes: A Feasibility
Study (January 1985)

in April 1984, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) requested the institute for
Defense Analyses (IDA) to undertake a six-month feasibility study to ascertain
the likelihood that economic analytical techniques could improve its production
leadtime (PLT) forecasting accuracy. The study concluded that (1) a
significant cyclical component exists in DLA PLT data that is not captured by
existing projection techniques; (2) leadtime economic indicators can capture
this cyclical component successfully; (3) multiple linear regressor such as
projections with a leading indicator regressor can result in significant
reduction in forecast error dispersion; and (4) that such models can also
eliminate or reduce an upward bias in DLA forecasts that may exist under
current practice. (DLA-LO Project No. 3030)

84-22. Transft Time Analysis (December 1984)

This analysis computed the transit time [-or shipments t rom ULA depots to poinis
within the continental United States. Various sources were used to establish
baseline transit times [or use in DLA Guaranteed Traffic solicitations and to
provide a basis for grouping destination areas by transit time for use by DLA
depots in workload planning. Statistics were developed from Freight
information System (FINS) and Military Standard Transportation and Evaluation
Procedure (MILSTEP) data tapes. These statistics indicated that the mean and
median shiptime of TK4 and FIN data differed in most cases by less than half a
day. (DLA-LO Project No. 3045)
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84-21. Hazardous Materials Storage Projection (October 1984)

As a result of the DLA stock positioning policy for hazardous items, three
depots were assigned as primary hazardous materials stockage depots. These
three depots experienced significant increases in the workload and storage
space required to handle these items. Through data collection, identification,
and analysis, it was determined that the isolation of hazardous materials to
tile three designated depots is far from complete. In 1983, large quantities
of hazardous materials were shipped from depots other than Richmond, Memphis,
or Ogden. The large discrepancies between performa-ice and actual DLA
experience in 1983 suggests that there were significant exceptions to the
policy of isolating hazardous materials to three depots. (DLA-LO Project No.
3U62)

84-20. Data Base Managemept System (DBMS) Environmental Response Time Study
(December 1984)

This report documents the development of standards and/or threshold values for
DBMS response times for the on-line input of contractual and delivery documents
into the Mechanization of Contract Administration Services (MOCAS) system. Two

cases were considered in developing threshold values for acceptable response
times. The first case corresponded to a normal level of workload which is
experienced for most of the year; the second case corresponded to surge level
in workload which is experienced near the end of the fiscal year. Through the
use of a model simulating the data input process, threshold values were
obtained for case one. But, due to the high level of workload, it was not
possible to establish threshold values for response times because
accomplishment of document backlog goals could not be achieved without
overtime. (DLA-LO Project No. 4019)

84-19. Validation of Weightn and Cubes of Army War Reserve (December 1984)

The Army requested DLA's assistance in verifying weight and cube data for Army
war reserve items. A sample of items was weighed and cubed in the depot, and
these weights and cubes were compared to those in the Army Master Data File.
It was discovered that a considerable amount of error existed in the Army
Master Data File weights and cubes. About 85 percent of the items had weight
errors. The error was greatest for larger items in the medical commodity.
(DLA-LO Project No. 3061)

84-18. Single versus Multiple Shipment Impacts (October 1984)

The purpose of this project was to determine the implications, in terms of
transportation costs, transit times, and potential for fraud on small.
Government bills of lading, of alternative consolidation and delivery scenarios
for shipments to Air Force installations. The scenarios compared included
central receiving only, separate deliveries to multiple consignees, and
delivery by stop-offs or split shipments to multiple activities. The analysis
was based on historical materiel release order records reflecting shipments
from all six DLA depots to all CONUS Air Force bases during the months of April
1984 through June 1984. (DLA-LO Project No. 4026)
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84-17. Unit Price Comparison between FY 83 and FY 84 (September 1984)

This report documents the results of an in-depth validation of a computer
program which compared the unit prices of items purchased In FY 84 with the
unit prices of the same items purchased in FY 83. The purpose of this
validation was to assess the validity of the apparent price reductions and Lo
determine the reason or reasons for the reductions. The test results showed
that wnile the program accomplished its basic intent, problems with input data
and file completeness made the results less than reliable. (DLA-LO Project No.
4018)

84-16. Binface Action Feasibility Study: Automated Warehousing and Retrieval
System (September 1984)

This report describes the application of computer simulation in the Automated
Warehousing and Retrieval System (AWAKES) at the Defense General Supply Center.
The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of combining the
picking and stowing functions in the AWARES. The results, obtained through a
simulation model, showed that it is feasible and practical to accomplish the
normal picking and stowing workload in AWARES on one shift. (DLA-LO Project
No. 4005)

84-15. Materiel Readiness Decision Support System Interface Prompting Guide
(July 1984)

The DLA Materiel Readiness Support (MARS) System provides a method for a user
to obtain statistics about DLA's supply performance. The full capabilities of
MARS allows tor analysis of historical support to a weapon system(s) and/or
organizational unit(s), predictions of future support to a weapon system,
xIonweapon system, and/or a Service, and analysis of item data. The prompting
program described in this report is concerned with historical or future support
and attempts to bridge a gap between the end user and the computer by providing
a semi-automated means to generate the necessary computer commands to execute
the required parts and functions with MARS. (DLA-LO Project Nos. 3031 and 3086)

84-14. Materiel Readiness Decision Support System (October 1984)

The Materiel Readiness Support (MARS) System was developed as an analytical
tool to evaluate DLA's support to weapons system materiel readiness. This
report is a user's guide for the MARS System. The guide documents the various
system components: The Historical Supply Performance Program, The Projected
Supply Performance Model, and the Item Statistical Package. The mathematical
development of the model, the program structure, the analytical use of the
various components, and the MARS System database are included in this
documentation. (DLA-LO Project Nos. 3031 and 3086)

84-13. Certification of JFSC Bid Evaluation Model (September 1984)

This study reported an independent certification of the Defense Fuel Supply
Center (DFSC) Bid Evaluation Model (BEM). The BEM is used to determine the
least cost combination of fuel vendors and transportation modes for each fuel
procurement cycle. The BEM uses the DATAFORM (linear programming matrix
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generator) language and other related software. This certification effort
consisted of (1) a top-level review of each component of the matrix generator,
and (2) running several simple and hypothetical test cases. The test cases,
run on a personal computer using a network algorithm, were compared to the BEM
output. Based on the results of the test cases and the review of the model
code, it is concluded that the BEM performs as intended, and that any awards
(IeLermined by the modeL are correct and defensible. (DLA-LO Project No. 3073)

84-12. Project Management System (PMS) User's Manual (September 1984)

As workload with the DLA Operations Research and Economic Analysis Office
continued to expand, it became necessary to develop a uniform, easy-to-use
system for reporting and managing the office's multitude of projects. The PMS
is intended to provide all the necessary management information, while at the
same time keeping the administrative workload of project reporting to a
minimum. The objective of this User's Guide is to provide users with
instructions necessary to effectively use the PMS. The User's Guide covers
five PMS modules: Weekly Activity Reporting; Monthly Status Reporting;
Management Reporting; New Activity Entry/Assignment; and Completed Project
Reporting. (DLA-LO Project No. 3060) [OBSOLETE]

84-11. Movement of Stocks from Attrition Sites (September 1984)

This study was generated by DoDL 4140.49, Movement of Stock from Attrition
Sites, which requires that the movement (or nonmovement) of stocks at attrition
sites be evaluated using a break-even cost formula prescribed in the
Lnstruction. Variables used in the formula were quantified and a break-even
point determined for moving stock to other stocking depots. (DLA-LO Project
No. 3042)

84-10. Economic Analysis for the SAMMS Modernization (July 1984)

Final report prepared by Advanced Technology.

This report represents a preliminary economic analysis for DLA's modernization
of the Standard Automated Materiel Management / stem (SAMMS). The analysis
examines four alternatives to the current baseline, each with three different
levels of automation. The economic analysis revealed that sufficient savings
and benefits were present in each of the proposed alternatives to the baseline
to justify continued development of the SAMMS modernization effort. (OLA-LO
Project No. 3058)

84-09. Plan Relating End Item Readiness to Supply Management (June 1984)

This plan was prepared in response to a tasking from the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Materiel, Installations and Logistics)
concerning consideration of end item readiness in inventory management. This
plan presents an approach for developing requirements models wiLh weapon system
availability goals and for developing analytic models for projecting
programming and budget requirements for weapon system inventories. The plan
addresses automated systems impacts, resource requirements, policy/procedures
impacts, organizational impediments, and time-phased action plans. (DLA-LO
Project No. 4013)
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84-08. Freight Shipments Under 70 Pounds (June 1984)

All surface Government Bills of Lading (GBL) shipments under 70 pounds made by
DLA depots in FY 83 were reviewed. Each shipment was rated by U.S. Postal
Service (USPS) and United Parcel Service (UPS) rate tables, and estimated costs
and savings were calculated. It is estimated that DLA could save approximately
$1.5 million annually by increasing parcel post eligibility from 50 to 70
pounds, and by establishing small parcel post eligible shipments. (DLA-LO
Project No. 4009)

84-07. Emergency Planning and Assessment Model (EPAM) (June 1984)

The EPAM was designed to assist DLA emergency planners in the realignment of
resources, determination of additional requirements, and estimating potential
costs in the event of a natural catastrophe occurring at an Inventory Control
Point (ICP) or depot facility. Both the ICP and depot problems are formulated
in a linear programming format. Each model consists of a cost objective
function which is minimized subject to constraints relating to personnel,
materiel, facilities, and equipment. (DLA-LO Project No. 3054)

84-06. Cost to Order Study (June 1984)

The costs to order which DLA uses in the computation of economic order
quantities (EOQs) for its items were developed about 1972. This study examined
the impacts of (1) using updated costs to order; and (2) changing the
constraints which DLA applies against EOQs. The examination was conducted by
simulating the use of updated costs and changed constraints on DLA's inventory
management simulation. The major finding was that the use of updated costs
would produce an increase in the number of procurement requests without
improving performance. The study concludes with recommendations for minimizing
the negative impacts of using updated costs. (DLA-LO Project No. 3043)

84-05. Procurement Workload and Manpower Correlation Analysis Study (June
1984)

This report documents a linear regression analysis which was used to develop
predictive equations for a set of procurement manpower and workload
indicators. This analysis will aid in (1) determining the most reliable
predictors of workload and manpower and (2) evaluating the mission program
performance of the DLA Supply Centers (DSCs). The analysis conducted to
develop the linear regression models was based on data from four DSCs and their
totals. First, with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS),
correlation matrices were developed to determine the relationships between
indicators; and then multiple linear regression analysis with stepwise
inclusion to compute the statistics for developing the many alternative
regression equations. Various statistical criteria of judging the "best"
equations were applied to the alternative equations, and 74 optimal equations
were selected. The resutts of thi; study indicate that the DSC-ToLal daLa base
provides better predictive equations than the individual DSC data bases, and
that number of manpower and workload indicators are good predictors. (DLA-LO
Project No. 3056)
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84-04. Economic Analysis System (EASY) (June 1984)

EASY is an interactive system designed to support anyone performing an economic
analysis. EASY consists of five FORTRAN programs; namely, EASYT, EASYI, EASYD,
EASYE, and EASYR. EASYT is the tutorial that describes the individual modules
within EASY. EASYI is the input program through which the user creates a data
base for his economic analysis. EASYD is the display program which allows the
user to display his data base. EASYE is the edit program through which the
user can make changes to his data base. EASYR is the report program which uses
the data base to perform the analyses and prepare the report associated with an
economic analysis. (DLA-LO Project No. 3052)

84-03. Carousel Loading Study (May 1984)

The need for productivity improvements in depot operations has led to the
acquilsition of high density storage systems such as carousels. A model has
been developed to load these systems with items so as to optimize their
operation in terms of both productivity and throughput. The model is based
upon the concept of maximizing the pick density of items stored within the
system, and in doing so, selecting the proper items to stock and at what level.
The model has been used to load carousel systems at DLA depots with good
results. (DLA-LO Project No. 3047)

84-02. Analysis of Air Force European Requirements Through Container
Consolidation Points (CCP) (April 1984)

This report summarizes shipping trends of Air Force European requirements
which flow through Warner Robins AFB CCP for Defense Depot Mechanicsburg CCP.
The report depicts stockage objectives and traffic flow of eligible items
subject to the consolidation point criteria. The results suggest change in the
stock positioning policy to reduce pipeline transit times and transportation
cost. (DLA-LO Project No. 4003)

84-01. Inventory Frequency Analysis (February 1984)

The purpose of this study was to develop a program that scheduled inventories
as an item neared procurement. Other variables included in the program to give
the candidate items a weighted importance scheme were: weapon systems codes,
annual dollar demand, annual demand frequency and time since last inventory.
The model prioritizes NSNs stocked at a depot for inventory on a cyclic basis.
The major constraint of the model was that the number of inventories performed
had to be less than or equal to the number of inventories currently being
performed at that depot. (DLA-LO Project No. 3037)

83-08. Automated Warehousing and Retrieval System (AWARES) Support
(December 1983)

The Defense General Supply Center (DGSC) has implemented an AWARES to manage
warehousing functions by computer control. This system was in direct
competition with four carousels storing relatively fast moving stock and which
were still being managed by the old paper document method. A study was
initiated to determine whether to (1) leave the two systems as they were; (2)
somehow integrate the two systems; or (3) discontinue use of the carousels. An
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iii-depth, cost-benefit analysis was performed on these three alternatives using
historical data, time and motion studies, and computer simulation. The final
recommendation was to discontinue use of the carousels with a total estimated
savings of $l million. (DLA-L) Project No. 3059)

83-07. Clothing and Textile Distribution Study (December 1983)

This study examined demand patterns in clothing and textiles (C&T). Using
FY 82 data, a series of analyses were carried out whicn examined number oi
materiel release orders (MROs), dollar value shipped, weight and cube shipped,
and total transportation cost. These measures were then examined for various
customer characteristics, e.g., initial issue (Recruit Induction Centers)
versus replenishment (Military Clothing Sales Stores), male versus female,
service overseas theater, c&r geographical region, and customer cluster. Also
included were freight and parcel post costs trom depots to high demand
customers. (DLA-LO Project No. 4021)

83-0b. Economic Analysis of Alternative Shipping Methods to Provide
Accountability of Small Parcels (August 1983)

This analysis depicts the costs for shipping small parcels via alternative
methods which provide for the accountability and traceability (tender receipts)
of parcels. The study was limited to one quarter of requisition history data
to determine the mode and dollar value of the shipment. A comparison of
freight, United Parcel Service, and the U. S. Postal Service costs was made

considering insurance fees when applicable. The results suggested the shipment
of all small parcels via the United Parcel Service with the exception of
overseas shipments routed via the APO or FPO system. (DLA-LO Project No. 3025)

83-05. Final Report on the Review of Single Source Justification
(August 1983)

This report was prepared by the Competition Lab-Group ol the Acquisition
Improvement Steering Committee. Specifically, the tasking was to develop and
execute a statistically valid sampling plan in order Io determine the
proportion of DoD noncompetLive contracts dollars that wert: attributable to
the various justifications for single source procurements. (ULA-LO Project No.

3020)

83-04. Cost Analysis for the Automation of Primary Level Field Activity
(PLFA) Libraries (June 1983)

This study concerned the proposal for automation of the PLFA libraries. A cost
analysis for providing specific services to the PLFA libraries was conducted.
Fifteen libraries were identified as candidates for automation receiving some
or all of the seven selected on-line data services. (DLA-LO Project No. 3019)

83-03. Depot Workload Forecasting (March 1983)

DLA Supply Centers had been using a mov 'fg average forecasting model to
estimate tons shipped and tons received for each depot where their commodity is
stored. The current mode) had been performing poorly in recent torecasts. A
study was [niLiated to determine If double exponential smoothing or Lhi,
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Box-Jenkins technique would perform better than the current model. The
conclusion was that double exponential smoothing would provide significant
improvements in forecast accuracy.

83-02. Cost Comparison of a COPAD Type Operation to Support Items Currently
Stocked (March 1983)

This cost comparison was conducted to delineate the costs associated with a
Contractor Operated Parts Depot (COPAD) type operation for selected NSNs versus
the costs to manage these NSNs for stock. (DLA-LO Project No. 3021)

83-01. Variable Safety Level (VSL) Constraint Study (February 1983)

This paper examines the performance and cost impacts of relaxing or removing
the current leadtime demand constraints on DLA's variable safety level. It
documents the approach, reterences, mathematical derivation, and supporting ULA
da t used In examining the Inipacts:

82-04. Variable Safety Level for Nonperishable Subsistence (November 1981)

This paper documents th, mathematical development of a time-weighted,
essentiality-weighted, requ.;itions short variable safety level model for
nonperishable subsistence items. It also includes guidance for implementing
the model in the Defense Integrated Subsistence Management System kDISMS).

82-03. System Change Request Study (November 1982)

This study investigated the need for a simplistic cost/benefit evaluation
format for System Change Requests (SCRs) and, if needed, to develop such a
format. The feasibility of auditing the claimed savings of SCRs atter they are
implemented was considered, as well as the level of dilficulty involved in
filling out forms and passing SCR-related documentation through the respective
channels.

82-02. item Reauction Quantitative Value Review (June 1982)

This study identified the elements of cost/savings associated with eliminating
items from the Federal Supply System, and quantified the benefits in terms of
dollars.

82-01. Economic Analysis of Administrative Space for DCASVA Inglewood
(February 1982)

This economic analysis investigated the costs of two alternatives whose
function would be to provide building space for the Defense Contract Admini-
stration Services Management Area (DCASMA) located in Inglewood, California.
One alternative involves the continued leasing of commercial space which the
DCASMA currently occupies. The other- alternative involves moving the DCASMA
into a nearby Government-owned building which is currently unoccupied.
Present-value analysis was used to identify which alternative was the more
economical over a 28-year period.
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81-06. Economic Analysis for the Consolidation of Packaged Petroleum
Products Function at Either Defense Fuel Supply Center (DFSC) or

Defense General Supply Center (DGSC) (November 1981, Revised January
1182)

This economic analysis was conducted to determine the costs associated with
consolidating the packaged petroleum products inventory control point (IGP)
functions that are currently split between DFSC in Alexandria, VA, and DGSC in
Richmond, VA.

81-05. Report on Backorder Review (October 1981)

This review was aimed at identifying the causes of backorders and possible
approaches to reducing their number. The leading causes of backorders were
found to be unforecasted demand, delinquent deliveries, extended leadtimes,
contracting difficulties, inventory loss, and logistics transfer. In seeking
ways to reduce backorders, the study looked at forecasting techniques, use of
program data, demand variance, item grouping, customer research, administration
and production leadtimes, delinquent deliveries, safety levels, budget
restrictions, market research, automated materiel management, etc.

81-04. Analysis of a Proposal to Reduce Out-of-Area Shipments in the DLA
Medical Commodity (October 1981)

This report describes the analysis of a proposal to reduce out-of-area
shipments in the DLA medical commodity. The computer simulation model used to
test the proposal is documented and results and conclusions are provided. This
analysis was performed in response to the 25 June 1980 GAO Report, "Better
Controls and Data Needed to Distribute Medical Supplies," (LCD-80-77) (OSD Case
#5408).

81-03. Economic Analysis of Administrative Space for DCASMA Denver
(April 1981)

This economic atuilysis was conducted to investigate alternative methods tor
providing administrative space for the Defense Contract Administration Services
Management Area (DGASMjA) located in Denver, Colorado. Three tuasible
alternatives of construction and lease combinations for meeting this
requirement were identified and treated in this analysis. Extensive effort was
made to obtain cost estimates reflecting current costs. Present vaLue analyses
were used to evaluate the comparative cost ot investment aLternatives. The
summary analysis shows leasing to be the least costly alternative.

81-02. Program Evaluation of Functions for Packaged Petroleum Products
(March 1981)

This study was conducted to determine if the split in functional
responsibilities for packaged petroleum products between DGbC and DFSC, where
IFSC had procurement responsibility and DGSC had technical and supply
management functions, was the dominant contributor to the current supply
availability deficiencies; and, if so, how best to modify current operations,
along with cost assessments in order to enhance supply availability.
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81-01. A Review of the GSA Economic Study to Relocat.e DCASMA Pittsburgh
(January 1918)

This study determined the most cost-effective space accommodations for Defense
Contract Administration Services Management. Area (DCASMA) located in
Pittsburgh, the National Labor Relations Board Regional (Pittsburgh) Office,
and the Defense Contract Audit Agency Office also located in Pittsburgh.
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83-04, 84-07, 86-08, 86-14, 86-16, 86-17, 86-19, 86-23, 86-24, 86-26,
87-03, 87-09, 87-22, 87-23, 87-25, 87-26, 88-18, 89-05, 89-18, 89-19,
89-33, 89-40, 90-1, 90-08, 90-09, 90-13, 90-15, 90-17, 90-20, 90-21,
90-23, 90-25, 90-27, 90-29, 90-30, 90-32
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Cost Benefit Models: 85-09, 90-10

Cost to-Order: 84-06, 85-08, 86-27, 90-09

Cost Tracki n&: 85-09, 86-25, 88-18, 90-13, 90-20

Credit. Levels: 86-01

Custome s: 72-02, 78-039 86-08, 88-03, 89-09, 90-18

Decision Support- Models: 83-03, 84-04, 84-07, 84-14, 84-15, 85-09, 86-10,
870,87-10, 88-08, 88-15, 89-04, 89-08, 89-09, 89-20, 89-21, 89-29,

89-30, 89-32, 89-37, 90-19, 90-24, 90-33

Defense Automat'ic Ad dress inrg System (DAAS): 72-08, 73-05, 76-10, 89-40

Defense Construction SupklyCenter (DCSC): 69-03, 69-07, 75-09, 86-23

Defense Contract Administration Services (DCAS): 70-07, 70-09, 72,07, 73-10,
76-01, 76-09, 85-08, 87-23, 88-04, 88-15t,89-16, 89-37, 90-25

Defense Contract Administration Services Management Area (DCASMA): 75-04,
81-01, 81-03, 82-02

Defense Contract Administration Services Re&ion _(DCASR): 75-04, 84-24, 86-11,
86-1, 8621, 89-16

Defense Contract Mana~ement Command (DCMC): 70-07, 70-09, 72-07, 73-10,
76-01, 76-09, 8508 872,8-0,8-5 89-16, 89-37, 90-25

Defense Depot Mechan icsburR (DDMP): 74-11, 75-11, 84-02, 86-20, 87-05, 87-08,
8-389-03, 90-2

Defense Deao erqisCDM) 88-03, 89-28, 89-41

Defense Depot Ogden (DD0U): 71-07, 88-20

Defense Depot Ri chmond (DDRV): 89-14, 89-15

De fense.Depot Tcy (DDTC): 72-08

Defense ElectronicS Suppl~y_Cenj~er (DESC): 67-01, 68-01, 69-09, 75-05, 77-07,
78-03, 78-04

Defense Fuels Automated Managemir.nt System (DFAMS): 75-06

Defense Fuiel Supply Cent.er (DFSC): 72-13, 74-12, 75-06, 76-03, 76-11, 77-01,
810,81-06, 84-15, 89-02

Defense General SupplyCenter (DGSC): 70-10, 70-11, 72-13, 75-09, 77-01,
81-0, 8106,83-08, 87-26, 89-13, 89-15
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DefenseIndustrial Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC): 80-02, 86-06

Defense Industrial Security Office (DISCO): 72-07

Defense Industrial Suppl._Center (DISC): 74-09, 75-09, 88-22, 90-31

Defense Integrated Data System (DIDS): 72-05, 73-03, 73-06

Defense Integrated Subsistence Manapement System (DISMS): 86-05, 87-14,
88-05, 88-09

Defense Intransit Item Visibilit.y System (DIIVS): 76-10, 78-08

De(fens&'l,)gist .h-sSe.rvice.s_Cent.er_(DLSC): 69-06, 70-03, 70-05, 72-05

lkol,,ns,. Nat ional Slockl!i.l (ONS): 90-32

Defense Personnel Support: Center (DPSC): 66-01, b9-02, 69-04, 70-06, 87-14,
88-05, 88-09, 89-06, 89-10

Defense Systems Automation Center (DSAC): 87-14

Defense Reutilization and Marketi R Offices (DRMOs): 89-01

Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service (DRMS): 87-25, 89-01

Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC): 76-03, 76-11

Depot Management: 69-07, 70-01, 70-04, 74-07, 74-10, 75-119 76-05, 76-08,
80-03, 83-03, 83-08, 84-07, 84-12, 84-18, 84-23, 84-24, 85-06, 86-09,
86-20, 86-23, 87-01, 87-08, 87-11, 87-19, 87-22, 87-22, 88-10, 88-20,
89-03, 89-04, 89-07, 89-22, 89-23, 89-27, 89-41, 90-26

Direct Commiss.ary_SupyporL_Sy-stem (DICOMSS): 14-11, 75-11, 86-20, 87-05, 87-08

Direct Vendor Delivery: 88-06

Discount Rates: 68-02, 69-05, 86-14

Distribution: 66-01, 68-04, 71-02, 71-05, 72-03, 74-09, 75-03, 75-08,
75-12, 76-06, 76-08, 76-10, 77-07, 78-03, 78-04, 78-08, 79-01, 80-01,
81-04, 83-07, 84-12, 84-16, 84-19, 84-22, 84-25, 84-06, 86-03, 86-08,
86-169 86-17, 86-19, 86-20, 86-24, 86-26, 88-01, 89-07, 89-09

DLA Operations Research Analysis Network (DORAN): 85-05
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I)LA Warehousin_ and Shipin. Procedures (DWASP): 87-19, 88-20, 89-28, 89-41

Economic Analysis (EA): 68-02, 68-04, 69-04, 69-06, 69-08, 69-09, 70-03,
70-04 70-05, 70-08 70-09, 70-10, 70-12, 71-01, 71-04, 71-05, 71-07,
72-03, 72-049 72-05, 72-07, 72-08, 72-l, 72-13, 73-01, 73-04, 73-05,
73-06p 73-07, 73-08, 73-09, 73-10, 74-07, 74-08, 74-10, 74-11, 74-12,
74-14, 75-02, 75-03, 75-04, 75-06, 75-10, 75-11, 75-14, 76-019 76-03,
76-05, 76-09, 76-10, 76-11, 77-01, 77-06, 78-04, 79-01, 79-02, 81-06,
82-01, 83-06, 83-08, 84-10, 85-05, 86-06, 86-07, 82-21, 86-23, 87-02,
87-17, 87-19, 88-02, 88-18, 89-13, 89-14, 89-33, 89-35, 89-40, 90-14

Economic Ana1ysis Procedures: 68-02, 69-05, 70-13, 74-01, 74-05, 74-15,

75-07, 78-02, 80-02, 82-03, 84-04, 85-09, 87-17, 90-10

Economic Indicators: 85-01, 89-12

Economic OrderQuantity (EO): 86-01, 86-27, 88-06, 90-09

Enery: 88-16

p 77-06, 89-34

Enhanced DLA Distribution System (EDDS): 87-12, 87-20, 88-19, 90-14, 90-16,
90-17, 90-18, 90-21, 90-23, 90-29, 90-30

Excess Material: 70-03, 71-03, 75-03, 85-07, 87-03, 87-04, 87-25, 90-19,

90-32

Excess On-Order: 90-19

Exer.. Sstems: 88-10, 88-21, 89-02, 89-20, 89-22, 89-35

Facilities, Consolidation: 70-06, 77-07, 78-04, 89-01, 90-25

Fa Iit it.sManae2ent.: 69-09, 74-12, 74-13, 88-16

Facilities, Modernization: 69-04, 71-07, 74-11, 75-11, 76-03, 86-20, 87-08,
89-03, 89-13, 89-14, 89-28, 90-14, 90-16

.F£aci.ilytLo; -t ions: 69-06, 70-06, 72-13, 75-04, 76-03, 76-Il, 77-01, 79-01,
81-01, 82-01, 87-12, 87-20, 89-01, 90-25

Forecast Errors: 72-10, 85-01, 86-15

ForeastLn _Remand: 68-01, 69-01, 72-10, 73-02, 77-03, 81-05, 85-02, 85-03,
86-05, 86-15, 86-18, 88-22, 89-11, 89-26, 90-22

Forecas ing, Disbrsements: 89-16

Forecasting, Price: 70-04, 84-19, 86-25

Forecast in&,_Workload: 83-03, 84-23, 85-06, 86-20, 87-14, 87-15, 88-04,
88-05, 88-09, 89-17, 90-I
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Forms: 75-14
.reihtTerminals: 90-14, 90-16

Fuels: 68-03, 74-02, 74-03, 74-12, 75-06, 81-02, 81-04

Covernment Furnished Materiel (GFM): 86-01, 87-16

Guaranteed Traffic Program: 88-14, 89-24, 90-17, 90-21, 90-23, 90-29, 90-30

hazardous Malerials: 84-21, 88-06, 89-14, 89-22

NI d i n. Cost s: 71-03, 75-13, 87-03, 88-06, 89-19, 90-20 , 90-32

I.dustria Eluipt,.n : 80-02, 86-06

Industrial Preparedness Pro ram: 88-08, 89-21, 89-38, 90-02

Industrial Security: 72-07

Inflation: 75-07, 86-25, 89-16

Informat.ion Storage Ret.rieval: 72-04, 77-06, 88-02

Int.e&rated Material Complex: 87-11, 89-03, 90-26

Invent ory_Co.t_rol Point (ICP): 84-07, 85-06, 86-09, 88-21, 89-20

Issue Priority Group(IP.): 72-12, 76-07, 86-26, 87-01, 89-23, 90-04, 90-15,
90-27

Item Characteristics: 88-17

Item Deletions/Reductions: 69-07, 82-02

Item Demand: 69-07, 73-02, 77-03, 81-05, 85-03, 86-01, 86-03, 86-15,
86-22, 87-04, 88-22, 89-09, 89-11, 89-26, 89-39

Item St.ck..age: 69-07, 70-01, 74-10, 75-13, 75-14, 77-05, 79-04, 84-02,
84-12, 84-23, 86-01, 86-03, 87-08, 87-22, 87-24, 88-06, 89-03, 89-17,
89-26

Item Visib ility: 76-10, 78-08

Late Deliveries: 87-21, 87-26, 89-18, 90-1

Lease Decisions: 74-12, 81-03, 82-01

Libraries: 83-04

Life-o-_y _ 86-01
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Liidated Damaes" 90-1

Lo nuyypy: 70-05, 85-07

Low Demand: 69-07, 86-01, 89-09, 89-26

Lunpy Demand: 89-26

Maint.enance: 88-18

B Ojectjves (MBO): 86-13

Managymn~ _DataLis~ts: 73-03

Manapeme.n.t. Indicators.: 86-09, 87-01, 88-08, 88-15, 89-16, 90-24

Managr!tnet. Information Systems (MISs): 72-11, 76-'09, 86-13, 90-13

Man 2ower Plannint: 78-01, 79-03, 84-05, 86-12, 87-10, 89-04, 89-37, 90-26

Marketing Surveys: 89-11, 89-12

Materiel HandligEquipTme!t. (_ME: 75-11, 84-19, 87-081 87-11, 88-20, 89-28,
90-14, 90-16

Materiel Readiness Support (MARS) Syster: 84-16, 84-17, 86-02, 89-31

Materiel Release Orders (MROs): 71-02, 84-11, 87-05, 87-09, 88-01

Materiel Release Quantit.y (MR): 74-09, 86-01, 90-03

Maximum Award Quantity: 90-02

Maximum Release Quantity: 74-90, 86-01, 90-03

Meanin ful Measures of Merit (M3): 86-21

Mechanization of Cont.ract Administration Services (MOCAS): 70-09, 73-10,
76-01, 84-22, 86-11, 89-36, 90-11

Mechanizat ;on of Warehousi. Lnd Sh.ipping_ Procedures (MOWASP): 72-03, 73-08,

87-09, 89-28

Medical Air Line of Communication (MEDLOC): 90-16

Medical Items: 81-04, 86-25, 89-29, 90-04, 90-33

Mi t-ary__qonrtc.:t on_(MILCON): 74-12, 74-13, 89-13, 89-14

Mobiizion_Plannin: 85-06, 86-04, 88-08, 89-37, 89-38, 90-22

Naval Supyl,Center an Diego: 75-08
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Nonrconforming Material: 88-13, 89-06, 89-19, 90-07, 90-20, 90-31

Nondemand-Based Levels: 86-01

NonM!issionCpab IeSupply(NMC): 87-09

Ordr and Sb ip _'li me: 80-03, 85-04, 87-05, 90-18

Or gya.izational Studies: 70-06, 70-12, 73-04, 87-10, 90-06, 90-25

Out-of-Area Shipments: 80-01, 81-04, 84-12, 86-03

Packaged Petroleum: 81-02, 81-06

Packin./Packa ing: 88-10, 88-20, 89-28

Parcel Post: 68-04, 83-06, 85-04, 86-26, 87-09

!_..lstems: 70-08, 73-01, 74-08, 74-14, 87-10

Personnel: 71-01, 79-03, 86-il, 87-10, 89-(V, 89-15, 90-26

Phys-ical Invent.ory: 84-01, 86-09, 88-12

'osit ion Manuemewni : 87-10, 90-06

'ositionManagement App1ication Proj j~m: 87-10, 90-06

1're-award Surveys: 88-10, 89-05

Price Reasonabieness/Analysis: 86-25, 88-17, 89-35

Price Trends: 84-19, 86-25, 89-11, 89-12

ProcessmngSchedules: 71-02

Procurement: 70-04, 70-07, 74-02, 74-03, 74-06, 76 -02, 76-09, 79-04,
81-05, 83-05, 84-05, 84-06, 84-12, 84-19, 86-25, 86-27, 87-06, 87-07,
87-16, 87-21, 87-26, 88-17, 89-02, 89-05, 89-08, 89-11, 89-17, 89-18,
89-19, 89-23, 89-29, 90-02, 90-19, 90-20, 90-33

lProcurmert Administrative ILeadltme (PAlT); 74-06, 84-12, 86-01, 87-06

Procu r .mont Cyd_'c s: 86-01 , 86-22, 86-25. 86-27

Producfion Base: 88-08, 89-11, 89-12, 89-21, 90-02, 90-22

P'roduct ion Loadl im (PLT.): 74-06, 74-16, 85-01, 87-06, 87-36

PormOrie-nte(d Ifvms (1101s): 85-02, 86-01

Pro jy aEya.lti tu: 74-01, 74-13, 84-14
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Proecq Manaement Sstem (PMS): 84-14

PrortManaemtent• 88-12

Provisionin: 77-039 85-03, 86-01, 86-18, 86-22, 87-24

Pub lishina: 73-03, 86-07

Purchase Decisions: 74-12, 86-06, 88-10, 89-20, 89-30, 90-33

.Qu.al it.Afssurance/Cont:rol: 76-06, 87-23, 88-13, 88-15, 89-06, 89-10, 90-05,
90-07, 90-24

91_..! if.(__Pe__enr .Rs): 89-19, 90-20

.qu~a~liJfns/,ct ions: 87-23, 88-13, 89-06, 89-10, 90-31

q uantJity_Pricfe Breaks : 86-25, 86-27

Ral wvay: 86-23

Readiness: 78-06, 84-09, 84-16, 86-02, 89-30, 89-31

Real-Time Processin&: 71-05, 84-11, 86-04

Receipt: Confi rmat ion: 74-04

Receivin&: 86-20, 87-11, 88-20, 89-22, 89-27

RecommendedBuys: 89-20, 89-30

Redistribut.ion: 75-03, 87-049 87-25

R.ionaI Freight Consolidation Centers (RFCC): 87-12, 87-20, 88-19, 90-14,
90-17, 90-18, 90-21, 90-23, 90-29, 90-30

Reorder Point (ROP): 76-02, 86-01, 86-27

Reparables: 74-05

Fp.!eni shmnt 'o_ i~.: 89-03, 89-20

portof_ Di sc~epani_,_ -es (RODs): 90-20

Recujsilions: 71-02, 71-05, 72-12, 87-25, 88-11, 90-04

Response Time: 76-07, 84-11, 84-16, 84-24, 85-04, 86-08, 86-11

etal Inve.r.ry,Manag p-t: 77-05

Retention/Returns: 70-03, 70-05, 71-03, 74-05, 77-04, 78-05, 85-07, 86-01,
87i-03, "7r, 88-06
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Safet.y Level: 71-06, 72-06, 76-04, 83-01, 86-019 86-15, 87-18, 88-22, 89-32,

89-39

Sales: 72-02, 86-22, 90-28

SanplingP.lans/Procedures: 70-08, 76-06, 88-13, 89-10, 90-31

S.sona I i y 70-04, 86-059 89-26

Shelf-Life: 88-06, 89-29, 90-33

StHi.ppinpgrocedures: 68-04, 74-07, 74-15, 75-12, 76-07, 76-08, 78-03, 78-04,

79-01, 80-01, 80-03, 81-04, 83-06, 83--07, 84-07, 84-11, 84-12, 84-20,
85-04, 86-08, 86-16, 86-17, 86-19, 86-20, 86-24, 86-26, 87-09, 87-13,
88-01, 88-03, 88-07, 88-19, 89-09, 89-23, 89-24, 89-2i, 90-15, 90-27

SimulationjDepot: 84-18, 87-08, 87-11, 88-20, 89-07, 89-28, 90-16

Simulationt Linventory: 66-01, 67-01, 69-02, 69-03, 69-07, 70-11, 71-06,
75-01, 77-12, 84-23, 86-10, 87-24, 88-06, 89-32, 90-04

Simulation, Personnel: 78-01, 79-03

Simulat.ion,_Requirements: 70-02, 89-32

Skids: 86-06

Standard Automated Materiel Management System (SAMMS): 66-01, 70-10, 71-04,

71-05, 71-06, 72-10, 73-09, 74-09, 75-10, 84-10, 86-01, 86-03, 86-10,
88-22, 89-33, 90-04

StandardAutomated Materiel Management System Teleprocessing (SAHHSTEL):
75-10

Standard DoD Warehousing .and ShiR.gystem: 74-07, '76-08

Statistical Models: 90-05

Stoc kage Levels: 88-06

Stock Fund: 86-02, 86-22, 89-30, 89-39, 90-28

SIot.:kli.le: 90-32

Storage Procedure:;: 70-01, 76-06, 79-01, 83-08, 84-03, 84-18, 86-06, 87-08,
87-11, 89-03, 89-27

Subsistence: 66-01, 70-04, 86-05, 86-20, 87-14, 88-05, 88-09, 89-07, 89-10,
89-11, 89-12, 89-21, 90-02, 90-03, 90-05

Syppliers: 88-15, 90-24
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SuRply Availabilit/Per!forma nce: 75-05, 75-09, 77-02, 81-02, 81-05, 83-01,
84-09, 84-16, 86-02, 86-08, 87-18, 88-06, 88-11, 88-22, 89-07, 89-26,
89-30, 89-31, 89-39, 90-04

Sppp~y__ntrolStudy: 88-10, 88-21, 89-20

Supfy~lannifl!Man~agement.: 68-03, 84-09, 84-23, 88-08, 88-10, 88-22, 89-20,
89-30, 89-32, 89-39, 90-22

Sup.y Supor.I eqtt._ (SSRs: 86-03, 86-18
Surcharge: 90-28

SystemChan.eRequests (SCRs) : 82-03

Tap.e Car ides: 88-02

Technical Anal sis of Cost. Proposal (TACP): 89-35

Technical Information Storage and Control System (TISCS): 77-06

Tolecommunications: 72-08, 87-15, 89-41

Telephones: 87-15

T!leyrocess!ing: 75-10

Terminal Value: 68-02

Transaction Volumes: 87-14, 90-11

Transit. Time: 84-11, 84-20, 84-24, 86-08, 88-01, 88-07

Transportation: 68-04, 74-03, 75-08, 75-12, 76-06, 76-07, 76-08, 76-10,
77-07, 78-03, 78-08, 84-02, 84-11, 84-209 84-239 85-04, 85-23, 86-08,
86-12, 86-16, 86-17, 86-19, 86-23, 86-24, 86-26, 87-01, 87-12, 87-13,
87-20, 87-22, 87-25, 88-01, 88-14t 88-19, 89-24, 89-25, 90-08, 90-15,
90-17, 90-18, 90-21, 90-23, 90-27, 90-29, 90-30

'ransport at ion Manag.fmnv,. _ySiem (TRAMS) : 86-12

Tran.por lat ion Rates: 80-24, 87-13, 89-24, 89-25, 90-15, 90-17, 90-21, 90-23,
90-29, 90-30

Uniform SAMMS Inventory_Management Simulation (USIMS): 75-01, 75-05, 75-09,
85-06, 86-10

Unit Prices: 84-17, 86-25, 86-27, 88-17

Variance Indicators: 72-10, 73-02, 84-22, 88-15, 90-24

Variable Safet.y Level: 89-32
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Vi':tcorN.: 88-15, 90-24

VisibilliX 76-10, 78-08

WradEmer,~ency lnij 68-05, 84-079 85-06, 86-04, 88-08

War Reserve: 84-21i 86-01

Warehousilny: 7V' 7&-07t 74-10, 76-06, 76-08t 79-01, 83-08, 84r18, 84-22,
87-0d8, 87-11, '1, 89-41

Warner Robins Air Force Base: 84-02

I&~!Pd Cbe:84-21

Workload Leve1 in 76-02, 84-05, 84-23, 86-11, 86-12, 87-05, 89-04, 90-26
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